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Abstract

Network-on-chip (NoC) based multi-processor systems-on-chip (MPSoCs)
are promising candidates for future multi-processor embedded platforms, which
are expected to be composed of hundreds of heterogeneous processing ele-
ments (PEs) to potentially provide high performances. However, together
with the performances, the systems complexity will increase, and new high
level design techniques will be needed to efficiently model, simulate, debug
and synthesize them.

System-level design (SLD) is considered to be the next frontier in elec-
tronic design automation (EDA). It enables the description of embedded sys-
tems in terms of abstract functions and interconnected blocks. A promising
complementary approach to SLD is the use of models of computation (MoCs)
to formally describe the execution semantics of functions and blocks through
a set of rules. However, also when this formalization is used, there is no
clear way to synthesize system-level models into software (SW) and hardware
(HW) towards a NoC-based MPSoC implementation, i.e., there is a lack of
system design automation (SDA) techniques to rapidly synthesize and proto-
type system-level models onto heterogeneous NoC-based MPSoCs. In addi-
tion, many of the proposed solutions require large overhead in terms of SW
components and memory requirements, resulting in complex and customized
multi-processor platforms.

In order to tackle the problem, a novel model-based SDA flow has been
developed as part of the thesis. It starts from a system-level specification,
where functions execute according to the synchronous MoC, and then it can
rapidly prototype the system onto an FPGA configured as an heterogeneous
NoC-based MPSoC. In the first part of the thesis the HeartBeat model is
proposed as a model-based technique which fills the abstraction gap between
the abstract system-level representation and its implementation on the multi-
processor prototype. Then details are provided to describe how this technique
is automated to rapidly prototype the modeled system on a flexible platform,
permitting to adjust the system specification until the designer is satisfied
with the results. Finally, the proposed SDA technique is improved defining
a methodology to automatically explore possible design alternatives for the
modeled system to be implemented on a heterogeneous NoC-based MPSoC.
The goal of the exploration is to find an implementation satisfying the de-
signer’s requirements, which can be integrated in the proposed SDA flow.

Through the proposed SDA flow, the designer is relieved from implemen-
tation details and the design time of systems targeting heterogeneous NoC-
based MPSoCs on FPGA is significantly reduced. In addition, it reduces
possible design errors proposing a completely automated technique for fast
prototyping. Compared to other SDA flows, the proposed technique targets
a bare-metal solution, avoiding the use of an operating system (OS). This
reduces the memory requirements on the FPGA platform comparing to re-
lated work targeting MPSoC on FPGA. At the same time, the performance
(throughput) of the modeled applications can be increased when the number
of processors of the target platform is increased. This is shown through a
wide set of case studies implemented on FPGA.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and motivation

This chapter presents the motivation behind this thesis and its objectives. The
chapter closes with a concise list of problems tackled in the thesis, and an overview
of the document structure.

1.1 The rise of NoC-based multi-processor systems

The trend of increasing a processor’s speed to get a boost in performance is over.
This is mainly due to power consumption problems that came with every increas-
ing frequency scaling [65]. Increasing frequency scaling over certain thresholds is
possible, but it is not convenient. This can be clarified through Equation 1.1. The
equation describes the power consumption P in a chip, where C is the capacitance
being switched per clock cycle, V is the supply voltage, α is the activity factor
indicating the average number of switching events underwent by the transistors in
the chip while f is the operating frequency.

P = (Pdynamic) + (Pstatic) = (αCV 2f) + (V Isubthreshold + V Ileakage) (1.1)

Following the equation, the operating frequency of a processor impacts proportion-
ally on its power consumption. Though decreasing the supply voltage can help
in keeping the power consumption constant, it is not possible to reduce it exces-
sively. In fact, a minimal voltage is required for stable operation of transistors.
In addition, when the supply voltage decreases, side-effect such as sub-threshold
and leakage current become dominant. Summarizing, factors like heat losses and
leakage current increase very quickly when the processor’s frequency rises, so that
the processor’s power efficiency becomes very low. This trend is captured in Fig-
ure 1.1, showing that increasing frequency scaling and decreasing the supply voltage
on technologies introduced after the year 2000 means huge power consumption [65].

Today’s approach to increase performances in a power efficient way is to add
more than one processing core to the same chip, while frequency is kept constant
(or even reduced). Adding twice the number of cores to the same processor chip

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Figure 1.1: Low power efficiency when frequency rises in recent technologies

can, in theory, result in twice the performance while dissipating less heat, though
in practice the actual frequency of each core is slower than the fastest single core
processor. This trend is captured in the System Drivers chapter of the International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [26].

The ITRS predicts that multi-processor systems-on-chip (MPSoCs) will soon
be composed of hundreds of heterogeneous processing elements (PEs), where a PE
can be a processing core, a new instance of the whole processor, or a processor
customized for a specific function. MPSoCs with more than hundreds of PEs has
been referred to as sea-of-cores/processors platforms [13].

Sea-of-processor platforms will likely need specialized high bandwidth commu-
nication structures to support communication between PEs and their peripheral
components (e.g. memories, etc.). Classic bus-based solutions will not likely be
able to support high bandwidth with a huge number of connected PEs. In fact,
in it has been shown that the throughput of a bus-based systems do not scale
with the number of PEs [5] . Due to the bus-based solution limitations, the ITRS
proposes network-on-chip (NoC) [39] as efficient and scalable communication struc-
ture in MPSoCs. MPSoCs using NoC as interconnection are usually referred to as
NoC-based MPSoCs.

Considering their premises for low-power consumption and high-performances,
NoC-based MPSoC have gathered much attention in the embedded systems field,
both from industry [81, 1, 4] and academia [36, 15], and they appear to be one of the
strongest candidates for the future embedded multi-processor systems architectures.

1.2 Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC

As an example of NoC-based MPSoC, in this section we present a Nostrum NoC-
based MPSoC, shown in Figure 1.2. The multi-processor platform connects PEs
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Figure 1.2: Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC

using the Nostrum NoC architecture and design methodology [39]. Each PE is
connected through a resource network interface (RNI) to a switch of the network.

When a PE in the MPSoC needs to communicate some data to another PE,
it provides the data to the RNI. When the RNI receives raw data from the con-
nected PE, it takes care of the preparation of the packets1, which will be routed
to the RNI of the destination PE through the switches in the NoC. When the RNI
receives a packet from the connected switch, it decodes the packet and provide
the received data to the PE. The Nostrum NoC uses bufferless flow control with
deflective routing.

Nostrum provides both best effort (BE) and guaranteed bandwidth (GB) packet
delivery [52], making the platform suitable both for performance and real time
oriented embedded systems. As defined in this subsection, a Nostrum NoC-based
MPSoC platform implements the distributed memory model.

1.3 Motivation and challenges

Designing and programming heterogeneous NoC-based MPSoC have been shown
to be complex and error prone activities [26]. Many of the challenges of the design
process are shown in Table 1.1, taken from the ITRS. The challenges described in
last two rows of the table underline the importance of dealing with massively parallel
NoC-based systems. Instead, the first two rows of the table introduce one of the
main challenges when modeling complex systems containing many heterogeneous

1Typical RNIs sends data through the NoC in the form of multiple packets. A packet is
restricted amount of data traveling in the NoC, containing information such as the destination of
the packetized data.
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Requirement Solution ’11 ’12 ’13 ’14 ’15 ’16 ’17 ’18 ’19 ’20

Productivity increase required System design
for HW/SW co-design automation

Optimize solution generated by Automated
platform-based system development HW-SW co-design

HW offers multi-core systems Parallel processing
that have to be exploited by SW

Communication structures to be On-chip network
easily integrated in design flow design methods

Research required
Development underway
Qualification/Pre-production
Continuous improvement

Source: International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors [26]

Table 1.1: Challenges in the design process of multi-processor systems

PEs: to use abstraction layers above register transfer level (RTL). System-level [26]
has been proposed as the new abstraction layer, and system-level design (SLD) is
considered the next frontier in electronic design automation (EDA). At the system-
level, resources are defined in terms of abstract functions (system behavior) and
blocks (system architecture). Design targets include both HW (e.g. PEs, NoC) and
SW (the instructions of functions performed by the HW). Following this definition,
SLD includes both SW synthesis 2 and HW-SW co-design flows 3. However, when
using SLD techniques, it is necessary to fill the abstraction gap between the system-
level model and its implementation (a NoC-based MPSoC in this case). The gap
must be filled so that model and implementation produce the exact same results.

In addition to produce the same results, the implementation of the system on
a NoC-based MPSoC should be efficient and optimized following the designer’s
specifications (e.g. minimize power consumption, maximize system throughput,
maximize system predictability), as described in the second row in Table 1.1. In
order to fulfill this challenge, it is necessary to explore systematically a subset
of all possible design alternatives for the modeled system, to find out the best
implementation which optimizes the provided constraints.

Finally, considering the complexity of a system containing hundreds of PE,
another challenge is to automate the design flow from abstract high-level model

2A SW synthesis flow bridges the gap between a pure abstract function, modeled using model-
based design tools or programming languages, and the available back-end tools able to generate
low-level code

3A HW-SW co-design flow starts from a system model which unifies hardware-software rep-
resentation and decides HW-SW partition of the final platform implementation
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of the system to a working prototype. The designer should be able to to adjust
the system specification until he is satisfied, and generate a working prototype in
a automated and fast way. The development of such automated design technique
is referred to as system design automation (SDA), as shown in the first row of
Table 1.1. SDA is supposed to enable faster and automated DSE, to decrease
errors during the design phase, and to automatically bridge the abstraction gap
between specification and implementation on NoC-based MPSoCs.

Summarizing, the design and programming of systems using NoC-based MP-
SoCs faces the following problems:

• to fill the abstraction gap between the abstract system-level model and its
implementation on a multi-processor prototype producing the same results as
the model;

• to explore systematically a subset of all possible design alternatives for the
modeled system, to find the most efficient implementation;

• to prototype rapidly the modeled system on a flexible platform, permitting to
adjust the system specification (such as HW and SW partitioning) until the
designer is satisfied with the results.

1.4 Objectives and structure of the thesis

The main objective of this thesis is to describe and implement a model-based
SDA flow targeting an heterogeneous Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC, and
to prototype the synthesized systems on FPGAs . The SDA flow should
enable the automatic synthesis of embedded system modeled at the system-level.
While this is not the first attempt to ideate and implement a similar flow (see
for example [63, 47]), the SDA flow proposed in the thesis has been conceived to
optimize the following goals:

• maximize the speed of the design flow, from system-level to NoC-based MP-
SoC implementation (minimize time-to-market);

• reduce the amount of required resources for the final MPSoC implementation
(e.g. FPGA on-chip memory blocks) using a bare-metal approach;

• reduce the design complexity for the designer;

• simplify the verification and debugging of NoC-based MPSoCs;

• automate as many steps as possible in the design flow.

Reaching the objective of the thesis will require to face the main three challenges
in the design of NoC-based MPSoC systems, discussed in Section 1.3. In fact, as
shown in the following list, a SDA flow which enables fast-prototyping of system-
level models should provide:
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1. a method to model at system-level and bridge the abstraction gap between
abstract model and its implementation;

2. a fast prototyping methodology, which permits to have a not yet optimized
but fully working prototype;

3. a method to explore a subset of all implementation alternatives and optimize
the design.

Following this list, the thesis has been structured around our ideas to face (and
solve) those three challenges. Chapter 2 introduces the ideas behind the SLD
methodology, together with other concepts required for understanding the rest of
the thesis.

Chapter 3 faces the first challenge in our list, answering to the question how to
fill the abstraction gap. It defines the basic concepts of the proposed methodology to
synthesize a system-level model to a Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC. More in specific,
it defines a methodology to bridge the semantics domain of the system-level model
and the one of the platform, so that the implementation provides the same results
as the model and the synthesis process can be formalized and automatized.

Chapter 4 faces the second challenge in our list, describing a rapid prototyping
method which builds on the concepts presented in Chapter 3. It initially defines an
intermediate representation format which contains enough information to enable
the generation of HW and SW implementing the system on a NoC-based MPSoC
on FPGA. Finally it clarifies how to it is possible to automatize the generation of
an heterogeneous NoC-based MPSoC implementation on both Altera and Xilinx
FPGA.

Chapter 5 faces the third challenge in our list, and presents ongoing research
defining a methodology to explore possible design alternatives for the modeled sys-
tem to be implemented on a Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC. The goal of the explo-
ration is to find an optimized implementation, which satisfies the designer’s require-
ments, which can eventually be used in conjunction with the rapid prototyping tool
introduced in Chapter 4 to create an optimized MPSoC implementation.

Chapter 6 describe a set of experiments validating the SDA flow proposed in
the thesis. It also shows that the SDA flow reaches the optimization goals listed at
the beginning of this chapter. Finally, related work, conclusions and future work
are presented.



Chapter 2
Model-based design at the

system-level

This chapter describes in details the system-level design (SLD) concept, and it
underlines its connections with the model of computation (MoC) theory. The MoC
theory is a convenient concept that abstracts from the modeling languages and
allows to focus on the information needed when modeling at system-level. Some
examples of MoCs are presented to clarify the concept. The chapter is concluded
showing that many tools and frameworks used to model at the system-level are
based on the MoC theory. The concept of MoC will be heavily used in the following
chapters to describe our SDA methodology targeting NoC-based MPSoC.

2.1 System-level design and models of computation

Keutzer et al. states that in order "to be effective, a design methodology that
addresses complex systems must start at high levels of abstraction" [32]. Following
this philosophy, system-level abstraction has been proposed as the new high level
abstraction layer in the EDA community [26]. Many frameworks enabling system-
level modeling has been proposed (e.g. Simulink [49], ForSyDe [73], Ptolemy II [27],
LabView [25]), and some of them are heavily used in the embedded system design
domain. These tools have been implemented with different languages and design
entries (e.g. graphical, pure code) but independently from their implementation,
all of them share a common set of concepts.

In fact, when describing at the system-level, resources are always defined in
terms of abstract functions and interconnected blocks. This means that indepen-
dently from the used framework, our system will be modeled as a set of intercom-
municating processes (blocks), where their functionality is defined by the abstract
functions. This is a process network.

A process network derived by system-level models can be formally described
and characterized through a model of computation (MoC). A MoC is a convenient

7
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Figure 2.1: Petri net model of a synchronization point between two resources

concept that abstracts from the languages/frameworks and allows us to focus on
the essential issues of concurrency, time, communication and synchronization in
the modeled system. A MoC defines the time representation and the semantics of
communication and synchronization between processes in a process network. Thus,
a MoC defines how computation takes place in a structure of concurrent processes,
hence giving a semantics to such a structure [30].

Figure 2.1 shows one of the most intuitive and well known MoC-driven process
networks: a Petri net [55]. A Petri net is a process network consisting of two kind
of nodes, called places and transitions, where arcs are either from a a place to a
transition or vice-versa. In Figure 2.1 places are drawn as circles, transitions as
bars. Arcs are marked with weights, where a k-weighted arc can be interpreted as
a set of k parallel arcs transporting one token of data. Tokens of data, represented
as black dots, reside in places. The MoC of a Petri net is described through the
following rules [55]:

• a transition t fires if each input place p of t contains at least w tokens, where
w(p, t) is the weight of the arc from p to t;

• a firing of the transition t removes w(p, t) tokens from each input place, p of
t, and adds w(p, t) tokens to each output place p of t, where w(p, t) is the
weight of the arc from t to p.

Following the presented computational rules, Figure 2.1 shows the model of a syn-
chronization point between two resources. On the left the model is represented
before the transition fires, while on the right it is represented after the transition
has fired.

It is important to notice that a MoC does not characterize only high abstraction
level models, but it can also be used to formally describe frameworks dealing with
lower level of abstraction. As an example, the simulation semantics of a hardware
description language as VHDL, typically used to model system at RTL, can be
formally described through a MoC named discrete event [41]. In the discrete-event
MoC, modules (processes) react to events that occur at a given time instant and
produce other events either at the same time instant or at some future time instant.
The simulator keeps a list of events sorted by time stamp and processes the events in
chronological order. This shows that the MoC theory permits to formally describe
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Figure 2.2: Combinatorial process in the synchronous MoC

a system on different abstraction levels, from a high level down to implementation,
through the entire synthesis process.

Another important property of MoCs is that they can be used to formally de-
scribe the semantics of the whole system model, including software part (e.g. pro-
cesses triggered by synchronous interrupt-preemption), and hardware part. In fact,
a formal MoC permits to describe a system at a high level of abstraction, before a
decision to decompose the system into HW and SW components has been taken [40].

2.2 The synchronous model of computation

A widely used MoC to design embedded controllers in tools like Simulink and
SCADE is the synchronous MoC (also known as synchronous reactive) [11]. In
the synchronous MoC a global clock triggers computations that are conceptually
simultaneous and instantaneous, so the outputs of the system are synchronized with
the inputs.

The semantics of the synchronous MoC can be defined using the tagged model
introduced in [42] and [73]. A signal ~s is defined as a sequence of events, according
to Figure 2.2:

~s = 〈E(~s, 0), E(~s, 1), E(~s, 2), ...〉

Each event E(~s, j) is composed of a tag T (~s, j) and a value V (~s, j). The value
represents the processed data, while tags can be interpreted as though they mark
the abstract time in a system. However, they only mark the order of events, not a
physical time. Two signals are synchronous if all events in one signal have a coun-
terpart with the same tag in the other signal and vice versa. A synchronous process
PS is then a functional mapping of n synchronous input signals ~i1, ~i2, ..., ~in into m
synchronous output signals ~o1, ~o2, ..., ~om. Different functional mappings implement
different kind of synchronous processes. A system is modeled using the synchronous
MoC if it uses only synchronous signals and processes.

An example of such a system is presented in Figure 2.2. It shows a synchronous
process, p+1, where a single synchronous input signal ~i is mapped to a single syn-
chronous output signal ~o. Each event of the input signal has an output counterpart
with the same tag, where the value has been increased by 1. In this case, the
functional mapping models an "increase by 1" function. In this particular system,
each output event at tag j depends only on the correspondent input event at the
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+1
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Figure 2.3: Sequential process in the synchronous MOC

same tag:
E(~o, j) = f(E(~i, j))

In other words, signal ~o does not depend on the history of the events in signal ~i.
This means that the synchronous process in Figure 2.2 models the behavior of a
combinatorial (or stateless) process [28].

In Figure 2.3 we have connected another synchronous process, dly, mapping the
output signal of p+1 to a new signal. The new signal contains the same values as
the output signal of p+1, but shifted of 1 tag unit. The functional mapping of the
dly process models a function "delaying of 1 tag unit". In this system each output
event at tag j depends on the input event at a different tag (j − 1 in this case):

E(~o, j) = f(E(~i, j), E(~i, j − 1), ...)

Signal ~o does depend on the history of the events in signal ~i. This means that the
synchronous system in Figure 2.3 models the behavior of a sequential system.

The example presented in this section is very simple, but it shows the mathe-
matical foundation of MoCs, and how they can be used to model systems using an
abstract process network [12]. In addition, the tagged model permits to compare
and translate between different MoCs. For example, if we compare the synchronous
MoC with the discrete events MoC, introduced in Section 2.1, we can say that in
the synchronous MoC all signals have events with identical tags, while in discrete
events a signal contain events only when something significant happens. This means
that a discrete event model can be translated to a synchronous one adding absent
events [40].

2.3 MoCs in tools and high-level frameworks for embedded
systems

Both industry and academia have realized the potential of MoCs theory. Con-
sequently they developed model-based design tools and frameworks for designing
complex heterogeneous embedded systems, based on the MoC concept. In this
subsection we are going to introduce some of them. All the presented tools and
projects enable system-level design.

Simulink [49] is a module of Matlab used to model, test and verify embedded
systems. A Simulink model is graphically described through the use of blocks (e.g.
an adder, a transfer function, etc.) and subsystems (a set of blocks), linked by
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signals. Blocks linked by signals implement a process network, a base concept
in system-level modeling, as described in Section 2.1. Using different blocks and
subsystems, architecture and application specification can be combined in a mixed
HW/SW model, as proposed by SLD methods.

The execution and validation of a Simulink model is performed through simula-
tion. The semantics of the simulation process, shown in Figure 2.4, are documented
in [68]. The first step of a simulation is the initialization. During this step the model
is compiled to an executable file on the host machine. The compiler determines the
invocation order of the blocks, depending on their dependencies. After the initial-
ization, the simulation loop is started. During the simulation loop the simulation
time is frozen. Inputs are stored, subsequently the outputs and the state of the
system are computed. Then the successive simulation time point where to evaluate
the model is computed. Finally the simulation time is increased, and the loop starts
again.

The successive time points at which the states and outputs are computed are
called time steps. The length of time between steps is called step size (tstep). The
simulation loop continues until the specified simulation time ends. Simulink pro-
vides a set of programs, known as solvers, to calculate outputs and step size. For
example, the fixed-step solver solves the model without varying the step size from
the beginning to the end of the simulation. Consequently, when using the fixed step
solver, all blocks (processes) are executed the same number of times, and all signals
have events with identical tags. Consequently the simulation semantics follow the
same execution rules of the synchronous MoC, discussed in Section 2.2. In fact, in
the particular case of a simulation using the fixed step solver, all signals have events
at all tags (all time steps), simplifying the simulator by requiring no sorting (sorting
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Figure 2.5: Modeling through the ForSyDe framework

would be needed in case of a discrete event simulation). Simulators that exploit
this simplification are called cycle-based or cycle-driven simulators. Simulink is one
of them, when it behaves according to the semantics of the simulation loop.

Another system-level design framework targeting embedded systems, and based
on the theory of models of computation, is the Formal System Design framework
(ForSyDe) [73]. In ForSyDe, a system model is an executable concurrent hierar-
chical process network consisting of processes interconnected by signals, creating a
process network. Processes communicate and synchronize only using signals with-
out any global state. Processes are directly created using process constructors. A
process constructor is a formally defined construct which the designer chooses from
the ForSyDe library, provides it with side-effect-free functions and/or initial values,
and obtains a valid process. Each process constructor provides the semantics of a
specific MoC.

As an example the combSY process constructor creates a combinatorial syn-
chronous process. A combinatorial process, as described in Section 2.2, means that
the process is stateless, so all output values can only depend on the input values
consumed in the same tag, exactly as shown in Figure 2.2. Another example is the
delaySY process constructor. It creates a process delaying a input signal of 1 tag,
as shown in Figure 2.3. It needs an initial value, in this case the value 0. Figure 2.5
shows how to implement the system of Figure 2.3 through the ForSyDe framework.
The synchronous process p+1 is created using the combSY process constructor, while
dly using the delaySY process constructor. The designer supplies the combinato-
rial function f+1 to combSY and an initial state s0 to delaySY. In this way he/she
creates two processes: one with the semantics of a combinatorial process, the other
with the semantics of a delay process in the synchronous MoC.

The main strength of the process constructor concept is the fact that it provides
a specific computational model to a specific process in a process network. It sepa-
rates computation (what the process is supposed to do) and communication (when
and in which order data are sent between processes). In addition, process construc-
tors can be organized hierarchically, simplifying the modeling phase. For example,
process network composed by a combSY followed by a delaySY, can be constructed
using a scanld process constructor, which implements a sequential synchronous
process in the synchronous MoC.
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Ptolemy II [27] is an open-source software framework supporting experimen-
tation with actor-oriented design. Actors are software components that execute
concurrently and communicate through messages sent via interconnected ports. A
model is a hierarchical interconnection of actors. In Ptolemy II, the semantics of a
model is not determined by the framework, but rather by a software component in
the model, called director, which implements a model of computation. The Ptolemy
project has developed directors supporting many MoCs , including discrete-events,
synchronous data-flow, synchronous/reactive and continuous-time. Various exper-
iments with synthesis of implementation code and abstractions for verification are
included in the project.

POLIS [6] is a framework for hardware-software co-design of embedded systems,
which is heavily connected to the MoC theory. The POLIS system is centered
around a single finite state machine representation. The POLIS design flow starts
with a system level specification from the user that can be directly translated into
one or more co-design finite state machines (CFSMs). A CFSM, like a classical
finite state machine (FSM), transforms a set of inputs into a set of outputs with
only a finite amount of internal state. The difference between the two models is that
the synchronous communication model of classical concurrent FSMs is replaced in
the CFSM model by a finite, non-zero, unbounded reaction time. This model of
computation is also known as globally asynchronous, locally synchronous (GALS).
Each element of a network of CFSMs describes a component of the system to
be modeled. The CFSM specification is a priori unbiased towards a hardware
or software implementation, enabling the possibility of design partitioning (design
decisions such as HW-SW partitioning).

The POLIS flow then translates from the CFSM to the FSM formalism, which
can be fed directly to verification systems based on formal verification. Then, it
uses Ptolemy II [27] to make a system level HW-SW co-simulation, to give design-
ers feedback on their design choices. This feedback mechanisms from either formal
verification or system co-simulation provide the designer with an environment to
quickly evaluate decisions such as HW-SW partitioning, and target architecture
selection. From these decisions, the CFSM sub-network chosen for HW imple-
mentation is implemented and optimized using logic synthesis techniques, while
the CFSM sub-network chosen for SW implementation is mapped into a software
structure that includes a procedure for each CFSM, together with a simple real-time
operating system.

However, one of the main challenges shared by all these system-level frameworks
is how to bridge the abstraction between high-level system model (based on MoCs)
and its implementation on a real platform (such as NoC-based MPSoC). The next
chapter of the thesis tackles this challenge.





Chapter 3
Filling the abstraction gap

In this chapter we describe how to synthesize a system-level model, characterized
by its own MoC, to a Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC. The synthesis flow and the
concepts presented in this section have been conceived following the overall goals
presented in Section 1.4. The presented synthesis methodology and concepts aim
exclusively to bridge system-level model and NoC-based MPSoC implementation
so that both model and implementation provide the exact same results. This is
possible when the same MoC is maintained throughout the whole flow, from system-
level model to implementation. However, at this stage, exploration of all possible
design alternatives to find an efficient implementation is not contemplated.

3.1 Platform-based design: from system-level to MPSoC

As discussed in Section 1.3, one of the main problems when designing embedded
systems applications targeting NoC-based MPSoC is to fill the abstraction gap
between the abstract system-level model and its implementation. Filling the ab-
straction gap with implementation details (synthesis process) must ensure that the
results produced by system model simulation and the final multi-processor proto-
type are coherent. The concept of MoC, presented in Section 2.1, can be used to
preserve such coherency through the entire synthesis flow. An example showing
how this can be achieved is the platform-based design (PBD) methodology.

PBD [74] is a design methodology which applies to all levels of abstractions of
the design. It is based on the concept of platform. A platform is an abstraction
layer in the design flow that facilitates the refinement into a subsequent abstraction
layer in the flow. A platform is defined by a library of components that can be
assembled to generate a design at that level of abstraction. Each element of the
library has a characterization in terms of performance parameters, together with
the functionality it can support [10]. A platform instance is a set of components
selected from the library of a specific platform, and whose parameters are set to
create a system model. As an example, the ForSyDe framework introduced in
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Source: A. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli [74]

Figure 3.1: Platform-based design flow

Section 2.3 can be considered as a platform. In fact, ForSyDe provide libraries of
process constructors which can be used to generate a design model at the system-
level (the platform instance).

To enable synthesis in a PBD flow, for every platform defined on a higher level
of abstraction there must be a set of methods used to map it into a platform
defined on a lower abstraction level (and vice-versa). A platform stack is a pair of
platforms along with the tools and methods used to map the upper layer platform
with the lower one. Basically, a platform stack defines how the synthesis process
is implemented, describing which methods and tools are needed and how they
automatically add informations from an high abstraction layer to a lower one.

Summarizing the previous paragraph, linking between two platforms and form-
ing a platform stack fills the abstraction gap between platforms. In PBD flows this
is done through a "meeting in the middle process", as shown in Figure 3.1. The mid-
dle is where a higher abstraction platform meets a lower abstraction one. Given the
original semantic difference between the two, the meeting place must be described
with "a common semantic domain, so that the mapping of the higher platform
components to components of the lower platform yields to an implementation that
can be formalized and automated" [74]. As evidenced in Figure 3.1, defining the
meeting place enables us to define a platform stack, a step in the synthesis process.

In a PBD flow there are always at least two distinct platforms forming a system
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Source: A. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli [74]

Figure 3.2: Platform-based design with multiple platform stacks

platform stack. These need to be defined together with the methods and tools nec-
essary to link them: a micro-architecture platform and an API platform. The API
allows system designers to use the services that a micro-architecture offers them.
As an example, the ForSyDe framework introduced in Section 2.3 can be inter-
preted as the API platform, providing a library of components to model the system
functionality. The Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC introduced in Section 1.2 can be
interpreted as micro-architecture platform. In order to enable a PBD synthesis flow
from ForSyDe model to Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC at least one platform stack
should be defined, describing how the components of the API platform (ForSyDe
process constructors) can be mapped on components of the micro-architecture plat-
form (PEs, RNIs, etc.).

However, PBD-based synthesis flows can require more than two platforms, so
that more than a single platform stack must be defined. In this case, the synthesis
from abstract model is implemented as a composition of platform stacks, as shown
in Figure 3.2. Moving from one platform stack to another is done through the in-
termediate representation (the middle point). This implements the platform design
methodology.

We believe that PBD is the right approach to synthesize complex applications
to NoC-based MPSoCs. Taking inspiration from it, we have conceived a novel
methodology bridging high level abstraction platforms based on the synchronous
MoCs and micro-architecture platforms based on the Nostrum NoC-based MPSoCs.
The presented synthesis flow includes a single platform stack, but it can be extended
to multiple platform stacks to reach better granularity, facilitate the exploration of
the design space, or to get better implementations.
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Figure 3.3: HB model compliant 2× 2 NoC-based MPSoC

3.2 The HeartBeat model

Concept

Following the PBD methodology, the HeartBeat (HB) model is a method used to
map a abstract API platform (a system-level design entry using the synchronous
MoC) to a micro architecture platform (describing a NoC-based MPSoC). It fol-
lows the "meet in the middle" process described in Section 3.1, where the meeting
place (common semantic domain) is based on the synchronous MoC introduced in
Section 2.2. In other words, the HB model enforces a common semantic domain,
based on the synchronous MoC, between the high level model of the system and its
implementation on NoC-based MPSoC, so that the mapping of the functionality to
elements of the NoC-based MPSoC can be formalized and automated.

The main idea in the HB model is the concept of HeartBeat. A HB is a global
periodic event which is made visible simultaneously to all PEs of the NoC-based
MPSoC. Similarly to a clock in synchronous hardware, a HB can be represented
through HB ticks repeated periodically with period tHB (HB period). Every single
received HB tick triggers a compute cycle on the PE. SW processes mapped on the
PEs are executed once every HB tick, during an execution time tε. Afterwards,
they can communicate with SW processes on other PEs through the NoC, taking a
communication time tc. The communicated data will be visible for the target PE
on the following HB tick, so, in the HB model, functionalities running on different
PEs become pipelined.

The principle is outlined in Figure 3.3. It shows a platform instance following
the HB semantics, composed by 4 PEs connected through a 2 × 2 mesh NoC.
Each PE is a processor running a single SW process, communicating its result to
a neighbor PE. The output from the SW process in PE0 will be available for the
process running in PE1 one HB tick later, the output from PE1 will be available
for PE2 one HB tick later, etc.

The execution semantics of a HB compliant NoC-based MPSoC can be formal-
ized using the tagged model introduced in Section 2.2, showing a clear correspon-
dence with the synchronous MoC semantics. In fact, each PE sending data through
the NoC behaves exactly as the combination of a combinatorial process p followed
by a delay process dly, as previously shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 3.4: PEs communicating through the NoC in the HB model

The correspondence between synchronous MoC and HB model is further ex-
plained in Figure 3.4. It shows two PEs communicating through the NoC. The
functionality executed on each PE is modeled in the synchronous MoC, as a system
composed by two synchronous processes p+1 and dly. Every HB tick, the syn-
chronous system mapped onto PE0 computes its output value (increase input by
1) and sends the result through the NoC to the destination process mapped onto
PE1. This behavior is repeated periodically every HB tick. However, since each
PE model contains a dly process, the value sent from PE0 must be available to
the destination PE1 on the next tag (HB tick), exactly as the example shown in
Figure 2.3, where values are delayed of 1 tag.

In order to consider additional details, let’s analyze the event composed by tag
1 and value 6. When PE0 receives an HB tick, it reads the value 6 and computes
the result (value 7) after an execution time tε. Following the execution time, some
communication time tc is needed to send the result from PE0 to the destination
PE1 through the NoC. If the communication is completed before the next HB tick,
the destination PE1 will be able to read the computed value (value 7) on the next
tag, exposing the same semantics of the system shown in Figure 2.3. Thus, as long
as the condition tε + tc ≤ tHB is satisfied, the behavior of the application executed
on a NoC-based MPSoC is equivalent to the semantics of a sequential system in
the synchronous MoC1.

When the previous condition is satisfied, there is a clear correspondence between
the HB tick and the tag defined in the synchronous MoC. All the computations
happening before the next HB tick are considered to be executed during the same
tag. Thus, the HeartBeat model permits to synchronize the outputs of the system
with its inputs, also if computations are not simultaneous and instantaneous as
modeled in the synchronous MoC. In addition, considering that the HB tick is visible
simultaneously to all PEs of a NoC-based MPSoC, we can consistently order events

1 A sequence of combinatorial processes (such as p+1) can also be implemented on a platform
supporting the HB model, but only if they do not communicate through the RNI and the NoC
interconnection, since that would add a HB tick delay. Combinatorial processes can still be chained
within the HeartBeat as long as a delay element is present in the chain. In fact, if the resulting
value is sent to another PE through the NoC, it would reach its PE destination a HeartBeat later,
implying a synchronous delay element.
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in the whole system, exactly as presented in Section 2.2. So, in this particular case,
if tε + tc ≤ tHB the HeartBeat model exposes the same semantics as a sequential
system modeled using the synchronous MoC even though it contains more details
about timing and architecture of the platform.

Formal model for a generic NoC-based sea-of-processors platform
The ideas around the HeartBeat model, introduced in the previous section, can
be formalized and extended to sea-of-processors platforms. The main goal of this
section is to find a formal definition of the HB model permitting us to find the
minimum HB period (tHB) which enables the MPSoC platform to execute according
to the synchronous MoC semantics. In other word, we want to find the minimum
HB period which enables all PEs in the system to execute triggered by the HB tick
and communicate the results without losing data.

Figure 3.5 shows how four sequential synchronous processes (P0, P1, P2, P3)
behave when mapped on the same PE. As discussed earlier, execution εi of each
process is separated from the communication ci. This means execution of process
i can run in parallel to communication of process j, where i 6= j. In fact, the
computation is executed by the PE, while the communication is provided through
RNIs and switches of the Nostrum NoC. In order to make our model even more
accurate, we divide the communication time tci between the time the data spend in
the RNI (t_RNIi), needed to inject data into the NoC, and the amount of time it
takes for all injected flits to reach their destination through the NoC (t_NOCi). As
it is implemented now, the RNI connected to a PE can support the communication
requests of exclusively one process at any time. This can lead to cases when multiple
processes sharing the same resource must wait for the RNI to be available to serve
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their communication. P2 in Figure 3.5 must wait for t_RNI1 to finish, before
t_RNI2 can start. This leads us on more generic constraints for the HB model to
work. We define the start time t_ps of a process i as the time needed for a process
to execute since the last HB tick. While for the first process scheduled after the HB
tick (P0, in the Figure) this time is always 0, for all the other processes mapped on
the same PE it can be modeled as:

t_psi =
i−1∑
j=0

[max(εj , t_RNIj−1)] (3.1)

We then define the run time r of a process i as the time needed for a process to
execute and send the data through both RNI and NoC since the last HB tick. It
can be modeled as:

ri = t_psi + max(εi, t_RNIi−1) + t_RNIi + t_NOCi (3.2)

Once we know the run time of each process on a specific PE, we define the
run time R of a PE i as the largest run time of all the processes mapped on that
PE (N):

Ri = Nmax
n=0

(rn) (3.3)

Finally, in order to match the semantics of HB model and synchronous MoC in
a generic case, the HeartBeat period (tHB) must be bigger or equal to the run time
of the slowest PE among all PEs in the system (M):

tHB ≥
Mmax
m=0

(Rm) (3.4)

The execution time tε and communication time tc (composed by t_RNI and
t_NOC) can be calculated differently, depending on the characteristics of the target
NoC-based MPSoC. In Chapter 6 we will present a case study where ε and c are
derived for a specific platform.

3.3 The HeartBeat model implementation on a NoC-based
MPSoC

As described in Section 2.3, when modeling an embedded system at system-level,
many frameworks and tools execute according to a specific MoC (e.g. the syn-
chronous MoC). Our goal is to support such execution semantic also on the target
platform, the Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC, in order to enable a synthesis flow where
the same global functionality is preserved.

The Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC execution semantics, described in [29], do
not match any of the previously described semantics, such as the HB semantics.
In fact, PEs can execute and send/receive messages through the NoC completely
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Figure 3.6: Process wrapper concept

asynchronously, while in order to match the HB semantics execution and commu-
nication should be triggered by a synchronous event, the HB tick. If the Nostrum
NoC-based MPSoC MoC does not match the common semantic domain layer (HB
model), it is not possible to create a platform stack and consequently a synthesis
flow from system level model (behaving according to the synchronous MoC seman-
tics) and Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC.

In this section, we give a high level description of the support needed by a
generic NoC-based MPSoC to support the HB model, enabling automated synthesis
of synchronous models on the generic NoC-based MPSoC. The concepts presented
in this section can be applied on many different MPSoC architectures. More details
about the HW/SW implementing the support needed for the specific Nostrum NoC-
based MPSoC will be provided in Chapter 4.

First of all, the platform needs a block providing HB ticks to the PEs in the
system. The block providing HB ticks can be implemented in different ways. It can
be a HW timer (clock divider) or SW timer, and it must be globally distributed to
the PEs. Another possible implementation is to use one of the PEs/nodes of the
NoC (named Pacemaker) to generate the HB tick, and distribute it through the
NoC/interconnection network. This block is represented by a heart in Figure 3.6.

Second, the PEs of the MPSoC must be able to interpret the ticks provided by
the previously introduced block as HB ticks, and to execute processes, provided
by the system-level model, following the HB semantics. This can be achieved on
each PE using the process wrapper. The process wrapper is a mixed HW/SW
template which embed the process functionality and triggers its execution following
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the HB semantics2. Again, more details about the HW/SW implementing a process
wrapper for the specific Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC will be provided in Chapter 4,
here we just present the concept.

In order to clarify the concept, Figure 3.6 shows how process wrappers can force
the HB semantics on a NoC-based MPSoC, bridging the semantics of combinato-
rial and sequential processes in the synchronous MoC and their implementation
on a NoC-based platform. In the figure, a simple process network composed by 3
processes, behaving according to the synchronous MoC semantics, has to be synthe-
sized to a NoC-based MPSoC. P0 and P2 are modeled by a sequential synchronous
process, P1 by a combinatorial synchronous process. P1 and P2 implement the "in-
crease by 1" functionality introduced in Section 2.2, while P0 is a random number
source generator. Each process can be mapped on a different PE, and is embedded
in a wrapper. The wrappers trigger the execution of the processes every time a trig-
ger is activated. In the case of the sequential synchronous processes (P0 and P2),
the trigger is directly activated by the HB tick. On the first HB tick the process is
initialized and it sends to the following process an initial value. Every time a HB
tick is received, the value from the previous tag is read, the sequential processes is
executed, and the new value is sent to the following process. This mechanism im-
plements the delay of 1 tag unit, typical of sequential synchronous processes. In the
case of a combinatorial synchronous processes (P1), the trigger is directly activated
by the received value. This permits the process to be executed directly, during
the same tag, so that the output event at tag j depends only on the correspondent
input event at the same tag.

2The concept of process wrapper is inspired by the idea of process constructors in ForSyDe [73]
and the idea of skeletons in the work of Skillicorn [79].
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In addition to define a formal semantic model of execution, the wrapper concept
is very well suited for exploring possible implementation alternatives of a system-
level model on a heterogeneous MPSoC. Figure 3.7 shows how the same system
presented in Figure 3.6 can be implemented on 2 PEs only, instead of 3 PEs. The
implementation presented in Figure 3.7 can be preferred when one of the PEs (in
this case PE1) is faster or better suited to run some kind of processes. In the specific
case of Figure 3.7, PE1 executes both processes P1 and P2, without changing the
semantics of the system. More details regarding how to optimally wrap processes
and map them on PEs will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Summarizing, a wrapper has the following functionalities:

• it provides to the platform the semantics of a specific MoC;

• it separates the computation from the communication. In fact, the execution
of a process happens only after a HB tick and the communication is initiated
as soon as the computation of data to be sent is finished;

• it separates functionality (what the system is supposed to do), described
through processes, from architecture (how it does it);

• it defines a formal semantic model of execution for each PE of the MPSoC.
This can help when exploring different implementations on an heterogeneous
platform, providing a method to synchronize the PEs execution.

The concepts presented in this subsection can be generalized also to other MoCs
apart from the synchronous one. Let’s take, for example, the synchronous dataflow
(SDF) MoC [43].

In the SDF MoC, the data flow specified by the process network is constrained,
in the sense that the number of data samples produced (output) or consumed
(input) by each process on each invocation is specified a priori and cannot change.
An process (also called actor in the SDF MoC) executes when enough data samples
are provided. As an example, Figure 3.8 shows an SDF model of a system composed
by 3 actors A, B and C. Each actor produces and/or consumes a fixed number of
data samples. For example, when B receives at least 2 data samples, it executes
and produces 5 data samples. A possible schedule specifying when the processes
can be executed is the following: ABCABCCBCC.

To support the SDF execution model, if we imagine to use each PE of the
MPSoC as an actor, the wrapper constraining the execution of the SW should be
modified to be not sensitive on a HB tick, but it should be sensitive to the amount
of data received (i.e. when enough data has been received by the actor, the PE can
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execute the software and send the result through the NoC). This can be achieved
modifying the function setting the trigger in the wrapper. It should set the trigger
only when enough data has been received by the actor.





Chapter 4
Fast prototyping on FPGA

In the previous chapters we have presented the concepts behind the synthesis of a
system-level model onto a NoC-based MPSoC through the HB model. However,
up to this point, all the theories and considerations has been done using abstract
models.

In this chapter we are going to describe details on how to implement and autom-
atize the generation of a working NoC-based MPSoC prototype using the concepts
presented up to now. This chapter is fundamental in the creation of the platform-
based design flow described in Chapter 3, and to implement a SDA flow claimed as
one of the thesis goals.

4.1 Intermediate representation of the system

From Section 2.1, we recall that a system can be represented at system-level through
a process network, composed by processes interconnected by signals. Processes
represent the functionality of a specific part of the system, so they compute val-
ues/results. Signals connect processes, representing the communication in the sys-
tem. A process network derived by system-level models can be formally described
and characterized through a MoC, which defines the time representation and the
semantics of communication and synchronization between processes in the process
network.

The goal of this chapter is to describe how to implement the PBD flow based on
the HeartBeat model described in Chapter 3. The outcome is a fast prototyping tool
which enables the synthesis of a system modeled through a process network and its
MoC onto a Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC running on FPGA in a very short time.
In order to enable this automation, it is necessary to specify an entry point which
summarizes all the detail needed for automatic HW and SW synthesis towards a
NoC-based MPSoC implementation on a specific FPGA. We name this entry point
intermediate representation.

27
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The intermediate representation must contain enough details to enable the au-
tomated synthesis. Many of the required details are explicit in the system-level
description (e.g. number of processes, processes functionality, data dependencies,
etc.) but other details must be extrapolated from the system-level framework (e.g.
MoC used, which processes to run on each PE, HW/SW partitioning) while other
details could be required from the designer. Drawing some conclusions on the
experiments we conducted in the iFEST project [3], we deduced that the details
needed for automatic synthesis can be divided in three groups: software related,
hardware related and platform-specific related.
The software related details include:

• the functionality of the processes in the system;

• the location (i.e. PE) where each process is executed on the underlying MP-
SoC;

• MoC describing the execution semantics of each process.

The hardware related details include:

• label, peripherals and characteristics of each PE composing the MPSoC;

• interconnection (NoC) characteristics;

• pin assignment for the target FPGA-based development board.

The platform-specific related details include:

• target development board;

• synthesis tool for the specified board;

• project name and project input/output folders.

The intermediate representation has been implemented through a XML file.
An example is shown in Figure 4.1. It models a system composed by 8 processes
executing according to the synchronous MoC, running on a MPSoC composed by 8
PEs, connected through a 2×2×2 3D NoC. The XML intermediate representation
file is composed by a software section, a hardware section, and a set of platform-
specific parameters.

The platform-specific parameters, just after the leading <system> tag, specifies
the system parameters and the target FPGA platform, and they are usually required
from the designer. The <system> tag is used to specify a project name. The
boardType parameter is used to specify which FPGA board are we targeting, the
targetToolPath parameter is used to specify the location of the tools/executable
needed to configure the FPGA, etc.

The software section — embedded within the <software> tag — describes the
system-level process network, how does each process communicate (source, target),
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<system name="RC_controller" >

<parameter name="targetDirectory" value="C:/generated_files/Motor_Controller" />
<parameter name="targetManufacturer" value="Xilinx" />
<parameter name="targetManufacturerVersion" value="14.2" />
<parameter name="targetToolPath" value="C:/XILINX" />
<parameter name="boardType" value="ML605" />
<hardware>

<connect node="0" unit="(pio,0)" to="{led_pin[0]}" />
<connect node="1" unit="(pio,0)" to="{led_pin[1]}" />
<connect node="2" unit="(pio,0)" to="{led_pin[2]}" />
<connect node="3" unit="(pio,0)" to="{led_pin[3]}" />
<connect node="4" unit="(pio,0)" to="{led_pin[4]}" />
<connect node="5" unit="(pio,0)" to="{led_pin[5]}" />
<connect node="6" unit="(pio,0)" to="{led_pin[6]}" />
<connect node="7" unit="(pio,0)" to="{led_pin[7]}" />
<noc>

<parameter name="nocType" value="Mesh" />
<parameter name="nocKind" value="3DNoC" />
<parameter name="nrofCols" value="2" />
<parameter name="nrofRows" value="2" />
<parameter name="nrofLayers" value="2" />
<parameter name="switchType" value="Nostrum" />
<parameter name="rniType" value="Heartbeat" />
<parameter name="LayoutMethod" value="Floating" />
<parameter name="FrameSize" value="32" />
<parameter name="Heartbeat" value="16 kHz" />

</noc>
<node nr="0" mem_size="8192" jtag="yes" perf_counter="no" pio="{o,1}" noc_irq="no" cpu="{uBlaze,tiny}" />
<node nr="1" mem_size="8192" jtag="yes" perf_counter="no" pio="{o,1}" noc_irq="no" cpu="{uBlaze,fast}" />
<node nr="2" mem_size="8192" jtag="yes" perf_counter="no" pio="{o,1}" noc_irq="no" cpu="{uBlaze,tiny}" />
<node nr="3" mem_size="8192" jtag="yes" perf_counter="no" pio="{o,1}" noc_irq="no" cpu="{uBlaze,tiny}" />
<node nr="4" mem_size="8192" jtag="yes" perf_counter="no" pio="{o,1}" noc_irq="no" cpu="{uBlaze,tiny}" />
<node nr="5" mem_size="8192" jtag="yes" perf_counter="no" pio="{o,1}" noc_irq="no" cpu="{uBlaze,tiny}" />
<node nr="6" mem_size="8192" jtag="yes" perf_counter="no" pio="{o,1}" noc_irq="no" cpu="{uBlaze,tiny}" />
<node nr="7" mem_size="8192" jtag="yes" perf_counter="no" pio="{o,1}" noc_irq="no" cpu="{uBlaze,tiny}" />

</hardware>
<software>

<parameter name="Repository" value="C:/User_provided_C_files/MotorController/" />
<process name="p0" node="0" moc="Synchronous" sources="{}" targets="{p1,p3,p2}" files="{p0.c,rc_types.h}" />
<process name="p1" node="1" moc="Synchronous" sources="{p0}" targets="{p6}" files="{p1.c,rc_types.h}" />
<process name="p2" node="2" moc="Synchronous" sources="{p0}" targets="{p5}" files="{p2.c}" />
<process name="p3" node="4" moc="Synchronous" sources="{p0}" targets="{p4}" files="{p3.c}" />
<process name="p4" node="5" moc="Synchronous" sources="{p3}" targets="{p7}" files="{p4.c}" />
<process name="p5" node="6" moc="Synchronous" sources="{p2}" targets="{p7}" files="{p5.c}" />
<process name="p6" node="3" moc="Synchronous" sources="{p1}" targets="{p7}" files="{p6.c}" />
<process name="p7" node="7" moc="Synchronous" sources="{p5,p4,p6}" targets="{}" files="{p7.c}" />

</software>
</system>

Figure 4.1: Intermediate representation XML file

and on which PE each process is mapped. The directory where the functionality
of the processes is modeled can be found is specified by the Repository tag. This
location should contain C files describing the computation of each process. Then ev-
ery process is described by a process tag, where the process name (name), its MoC
(moc), the PE on which it runs (node), and the C file name containing the process
functionality are specified. The software processes from which the process receives
data and the processes it sends data to are specified by the source and target
parameters. The order in which the processes are specified in this parameters, is
also the order of execution on the nodes (scheduling within a node).

Many of the information in the software section can be automatically extrapo-
lated by the system-level process network representation, or from the system-level
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modeling tool used to model the system (e.g. Simulink, ForSyDe, etc.). Other
parameters, for example the one specifying the on which PE each process should
be executed, can be provided by the user, to quickly prototype an unoptimized
system, or can be provided after a design space exploration activity, as it will be
described in Chapter 5.

The hardware section is embedded into the <hardware> tag and it is divided
in three subsections. A first one, where pin assignment of the NoC-based MPSoC
is specified. This subsection can be automatically generated depending on the
boardType parameter. The second subsection (within the <noc> tag) describes the
interconnection characteristics such as NoC architecture (Mesh or Torus), number
of dimensions (1D, 2D or 3D), number of nodes for each dimension, bandwidth of
interconnection. The framesize parameter defines the size of the input and output
buffers of the system. Data through the NoC is currently sent with a bitwidth of 32
bits (bandwidth of the connection between switches). If all processes in the system
communicate one single integer data (or a float single precision), a framesize of
3 is sufficient (2 headers and 1 flit composed by 32 bits each). If the processes
communicate using only one double precision data, a framesize of 4 is sufficient (2
headers and 2 flits composed by 32 bits each). If the processes communicate using
a vector of 4 double precision data, a framesize of 10 is sufficient (2 headers and
8 flits composed by 32 bits each). The GlobalSync parameter sets the HeartBeat
period on the generated platform.

The third subsection, composed by <node> tags, describes the PE connected to
each node of the NoC. Details such as size of the connected scratch-pad memory,
number of I/Os, kind of PE must be provided in this section. In the example,
one of the PEs is a Xilinx MicroBlaze soft processors configured for maximum
performance, the others MicroBlaze soft processors configured for minimum area.
The hardware section currently must be specified by the user, but we expect to
have exploration tools able to find out the optimal configuration of the hardware
starting from a system-level model.

The XML intermediate representation can be generated from system level mod-
eling tool/framework (e.g. ForSyDe), and can be used in an automated flow to
quickly generate a working prototype on flexible platforms, such as FPGAs. The
envisioned flow is described in the next section.

4.2 The NoC system Generator

The goal of this section is to describe how it is possible to generate a working pro-
totype of the system modeled through the XML intermediate representation. This
problem is tackled by the NoC system Generator (NSG). NSG [60] is a tool able
to analyze the XML intermediate representation and to generate a set of compo-
nents which enables automatic synthesis of the modeled system onto an FPGA,
implementing a SDA flow.

The NSG design flow is shown in Figure 4.2. As previously outlined, it requires
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Figure 4.2: The Noc system Generator flow

two following input. The first one is the XML intermediate representation (describ-
ing the system model through a process network, processes MoC, characteristics of
the NoC-based MPSoC, etc.). The second is a set of C files describing the pure
functionality of each process in the process network.

The output of NSG are three different components which can be used to auto-
matically generate a working prototype on FPGA. The SW components are C main
files embedding the process functionalities and triggering their execution on specific
events. These main files (one for each PE) provide the execution semantics to the
process functions. They partially implement the process wrappers introduced in
Section 3.3, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section. Additional
SW components generated by NSG are the device drivers for the Nostrum NoC-
based MPSoC. They provide a message passing API, and the NSG automatically
include send and receive calls in the main file embedding each process. The HW
components are HDL files describing the Nostrum NoC (including RNIs for each
node) customized following the requirements specified in the <hardware> tag of the
XML file. In addition to that, the NSG created an image of the XML representation
in the target tools own internal representation. For example, when the target is
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(a) Application view (b) Platform view

Figure 4.3: Design entry (GUI)

an Altera FPGA, NSG generates a QSYS project file, describing PEs configuration
and includes as a component the HDL modeling the NoC interconnection, together
with a file specifying the pin assignment for the target specific board. When the
target is a Xilinx FPGA, NSG generates a QSYS project file, describing PEs config-
uration and includes as a component the HDL modeling the NoC interconnection,
together with a file specifying the pin assignment for the target specific board1.
The third generated component is a set of scripts which permits to the user to
automatically compile and synthesize the HW and SW components to a bitstream
file downloadable to the target FPGA board.

NSG is implemented as a parser which parses the XML intermediate represen-
tation file, and uses this information to generate customized HW components, SW
components and scripts permitting the instantiation of the prototype on FPGA.
For example, when generating the HW components, NSG parses to an interme-
diate representation the information provided between the <hardware> tag of the
XML file. After parsing the XML file, NSG selects a base NoC configuration and
selects which VHDL files are copied to the target directory. In addition to that,
it generates two VHDL packages, which sets the parameters of the the NoC, and
an architectural VHDL file instantiating the NoC component. Then, depending
on the semantics of the software running on the PEs connected to the NoC nodes
(synchronous MoC or data flow), NSG selects and include in the generated project
a set of VHDL files modeling the network interfaces (RNI). This step is clarified in
the next section. In addition, NSG generates Altera QSYS or Xilinx XPS projects,
using the previously generated components, to automatize the generation of a image
for FPGA.

To prove the feasibility of our approach, and to provide the embedded system
designer using NSG to quickly generate a system modeled through XML interme-
diate representation files, we have developed a graphical user interface (GUI). The
designer enters the model of the embedded system through the GUI. The user in-

1Xilinx Platform Studio (XPS) and Altera QSYS (previously known as SOPC Builder) are
tools to automatically configure embedded processor-based systems on FPGA.
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terface is divided into two data entry environments: the platform view and the
application view. In the platform view the user allocates resources to be used in
each node of the platform, i.e., he/she specifies the number and kind of PEs (soft-
cores, pure HW accelerator modules, etc) in each node, which memories to use and
what peripherals to connect for each NoC node. Figure 4.3b shows the platform
view for a 4-node, 1-processor per node platform, connected together via a 2 × 2
mesh NoC. From these specifications, the platform view generates the <hardware>
tag of the XML file, describing the HW platform configuration.

In the application view, the functionality of the embedded system is modeled as a
process network consisting of processes interconnected by signals, where the MoC of
each process must be specified. Currently, only the synchronous MoC is supported.
Processes are directly created using process templates, provided by the GUI, in
the left column of Figure 4.3a. To instantiate a process in the process network, a
process template must be complemented with C-code, describing the functionality
and/or initial values of the process directly inside the process template GUI. As
an example, to model the sequential system in the "increase by 1" functionality
introduced in Section 2.2, composed by a combinatorial synchronous p+1 followed by
the sequential synchronous process dly, the designer uses the SMOC process template.
He/she fills the process template with a C function that increases its input by 1 (such
as out1=inp1 + 1;), describing the process p+1 functionality. Once the model
is completed, the application view generates new C files, including the provided
process functionality together with the communication primitives to communicate
through the NoC.

The application view also provides an intuitive interface to bind and schedule the
processes on a specific PE. The drop area of the view is separated by a grid, where
each area indicates a NoC node. For example, Figure 4.3a shows a 2D NoC system
modeled through a process network of 4 processes, where each process runs on a
different PE. If two processes are assigned to the same PE, they are scheduled one
after the other. The process that is shown closest to the top of the GUI window will
be executed first. Information about the binding and scheduling of the processes
to processors, together with the implementation models provided by the generated
C-files, are merged with the platform view information in the XML file.

4.3 HeartBeat model embedded in NSG

As described in Chapter 3, in order to bridge the abstraction between system-level
description, executing according to the synchronous MoC, and NoC-based MPSoC
implementation, the system generated by NSG must implement (and be compli-
ant with) the execution semantics of the HeartBeat model. In order to execute
according to the HB model, the generated Nostrum NoC-based platform should
implement a block providing the HB tick, and it should also implement the concept
of process wrappers, introduced in Section 3.3. The process wrapper should support
both sequential synchronous processes and combinatorial synchronous processes.
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The HB tick is implemented as a programmable timer (or clock divider) and
provided to the PEs through the RNIs in the generated NoC. A process wrapper is
composed by a SW and a HW part. The SW part is the main C file generated by
NSG as SW component, embedding the process functionalities and triggering their
execution on specific events.

The HW part is some hardware logic in each RNI which specifies the "event" to
the connected PE. In this way, if the PE connected to the RNI runs the main C
file, it will be triggered to execute the functionality.

As an example, we present in details the implementation of the sequential syn-
chronous process wrapper. In these kind of processes, the HB tick from the pro-
grammable timer sets a register in the RNIs. This register is polled by the main
C file on the PE, and it enables the connected PEs to interpret the timer tick as
an HB tick. For each HB tick, the PE is triggered to compute the input values
(through the synchronous processes mapped on that particular PE), and sends the
results through the NoC to the destination. The received value is stored in the
RNI of the destination PE, and it is made available on the following HB tick. This
behavior is repeated periodically. The timer period (interpreted as HB period) is
the same for all RNIs, so the HB tick (periodic event) is visible and shared between
all PEs of the MPSoC.

The implementation of the combinatorial synchronous process wrapper is very
similar. The main difference is in the trigger function. In fact, if the combinatorial
process is preceded by a sequential combinatorial process, all the received values
will be received on a specific time tag. Considering that the output value should
depend on the input values consumed in the same tag, the trigger (implemented
as register in the RNI) should be activated based on the data received (i.e. the
process should execute and send the result as soon as the input value is received)2.

Summarizing, to support different MoCs and different kind processes inside
the same MoC, the NSG tool provides different RNIs and main C files that com-
bined together implement process wrappers and provide the required semantics.
The concept and the implementation of process wrapper provides to the Nostrum
NoC-based MPSoC platform the HB execution semantics, bridging the system-level
model with the MPSoC implementation.

The user controls the synthesis of hardware (timers) and software (main C
files) for the support of the HeartBeat model on the platform by specifying the
HeartBeat period in the XML file. It is saved in an entry called <Globalsynch> in
the XML file provided as input for the NoC system Generator. The <Globalsynch>
entry permits to parametrize the period of the timer (interpreted as tHB). If the
<Globalsynch> entry is set, the NSG automatically generates a platform containing
the HB timer and the required wrapper and directives to interpret the HeartBeat

2In the specific case of a process network where the source process is combinatorial, the
implementation of process wrapper is the same of the sequential synchronous process. In fact, the
sequential version of the wrapper is triggered to execute on HB ticks, and it add one tag delay
only on the receiver side, not when a process sends.
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model on the PE side. If not, it generates a completely asynchronously executing
system, where processes are executed as soon as data is received.

4.4 NoC system Generator advantages and limitations

The NoC system generator is at the heart of the proposed SDA flow, defined as a
goal of this thesis. To support the HeartBeat model, and consequently to implement
the SDA flow, a very small overhead in terms of hardware resources and software
code is needed. Being a bare-metal solution the size of the software running on each
PE is dominated by the functionality of the tasks/processes, and not from required
OS or software layers.

In Chapter 6 we will present a set of case study quantifying the benefits in
terms of hardware and software resources of the proposed SDA approach compared
to other flows. One very important advantage of the proposed SDA methodology
is that the SW and HW components, together with the scripts, can be generated
through NSG in less than 1 second for all the configurations tested up to now (the
biggest configuration is a 27 processor system interconnected through a 3 × 3 × 3
3D NoC).

Another important advantage of the proposed methodology is that every model-
ing tool which simulates/executes the system-level model using execution semantics
amenable to the HB model, can be used as front-end of the SDA flow. In Chapter 6
we will present a case study showing how Simulink can be linked to the HB model
and how it is possible to automatize the prototyping of MPSoCs implementation
on FPGA through NSG.

However, the current implementation of has also some limitations. For exam-
ple, a PE in the HB compliant MPSOC can only execute sequential synchronous
processes or combinatorial synchronous processes. This is because the process
wrapper, responsible of triggering the execution of processes according to a specific
semantic, is fully integrated in the RNI connected to the PE. Another important
limitation is that, as described up to now, NSG implements the SDA flow without
optimization. In fact, while NSG automate the generation of a working prototype,
it does not ensure that the working prototype is optimizing constraints such as
throughput. It is the user who has to model the entire system, deciding mapping of
processes on processors, and calculate the HB period following the considerations
given in Section 3.2 and [71]. This is what take us to the next chapter, where
an optimization technique generates the software section of the XML intermediate
representation file modeling the system with best throughput.





Chapter 5
Design space exploration

In this chapter we envision an approach to optimize the synthesis process, aiming
to distribute the computational blocks of a synchronous system model on the NoC-
based architecture. The final goal is to find a solution maximizing the throughput
and minimizing the cost of the synthesized system, without overloading the com-
munication network. The text in this chapter is primarily based on the material
covered in [2].

5.1 Exploration as system synthesis

When bridging system-level model and its implementation on a NoC-based MPSoC
it is not only important to get the same results between simulation and implementa-
tion, but also to improve the efficacy of the implementation. The implementation of
the system on a NoC-based MPSoC should be efficient and optimized following the
designer’s specifications (e.g. minimize the cost in terms of power consumption and
area, while maximizing system throughput and timing predictability). In order to
obtain these optimizations, it is necessary to explore systematically a subset of all
possible design alternatives for the modeled system, to find out an implementation
which optimize the provided constraints.

In this chapter we consider the problem of mapping a synchronous system onto
a NoC-based MPSoC supporting the HB model execution semantics (e.g. the one
generated from NSG). We define a synchronous system as a system-level model
of a system, where processes behave according to the synchronous MoC seman-
tics. In a synchronous system, processes can be mapped on different PEs of the
underlying NoC-based MPSoC platform preserving the same global functionality.
However, while many different mappings of processes on the PEs can preserve the
global functionality of the system, only a few of them can provide optimal perfor-
mances (maximal throughput, or minimal area utilization) as requested from the
designer. This requires an exploration of many design alternatives, and to solve
this exploration problem, the problem must be modeled. The exploration problem

37
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Figure 5.1: System Graph

to be modeled can be described as how to map and schedule a system model, de-
scribing the synchronous system-level entry, on a architecture model, describing the
HB compliant NoC-based MPSoC.

Summarizing, to solve the exploration problem, we have first to define a system
model and a architecture model, and finally find a way to map the system model
onto the architecture model to get an efficient mapping (system synthesis).

System model

The synchronous system model can be represented through a dependence graph,
shown in Figure 5.1. It is composed by processes, modeling exclusively the compu-
tation of a block of the system, and signals, modeling exclusively the communication
between processes. A dependence graph is strictly connected with the semantics
of the system-level model, in this case described by the synchronous MoC (and
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Figure 5.2: Architecture Graph

consequently the HeartBeat model). In fact, a synchronous process can be rep-
resented in a dependence graph by a tuple of one process Pn and one signal Sn
for each output. The process produces the outputs according to the synchronous
MoC semantics, i.e. produces the output on the same tag of the input value. How-
ever, when considering implementation details, it is also characterized by the worst
case execution time (WCET) needed by the process functionality to be executed
on a specific PE. The signal differentiates a combinatorial from a sequential syn-
chronous process by specifying if the output of the process should be delayed with
one tag or not. In addition it contains implementation details about the worst case
communication time (WCCT) needed by the output data to travel through the
intercommunication (NoC).

Architecture model

On the other hand, the architectural model can be represented through an archi-
tecture graph, shown in Figure 5.2. It models a 2 × 2 HB compliant NoC-based
MPSoC. The architecture graph is composed by virtual execution units, modeling
the PEs of the hardware platform, and communication resources, modeling commu-
nication links. Virtual execution units contain informations about which processes
should run on a specific PE. Communication resources contain informations about
how many resources are available/occupied. For example, which links of the NoC
are occupied by an ongoing communication between PEs. This is done to avoid
congestion (see Section 5.2).
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Figure 5.3: Specification Graph

Specification graph and system synthesis

Once the dependence graph and the architecture graph have been defined, the
first step to explore possible design alternatives is to define a specification graph.
A specification graph, shown in Figure 5.3, combines the dependence graph with
the architecture graph. It shows all feasible mappings of processes on execution
units and signals to communication resources. The arches connecting processes and
execution units, or signals and communication resource are referred to as mapping
edges. Mapping edges can be active or non active. When a mapping edge is active,
it means that through exploration we have decided that the specific mapping of a
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process to an execution unit (or signal to communication resource) is optimal. Such
decision is taken through an activation: a function that assigns to each mapping
edge either the value 0 (not activated) or 1 (activated).

So finally, we define the process of searching for an optimal activation in the
specification graph with the term system synthesis. In system synthesis, three
steps are defined to find optimal activations: allocation, binding and scheduling.
During allocation the type and kind of resources (i.e. PEs, NoC architecture,
etc.) which will be available for the processes/signals is selected. Binding is the
assignment of a process/signal to one of the resources. Scheduling is the definition
of the execution order of processes mapped on the same resource/execution unit
(PE). Once a feasible and optimal triple of allocation, binding and scheduling has
been found, the final and optimal implementation has been defined, and can be
expressed through an intermediate representation, enabling SDA as we presented
in Chapter 4.

5.2 System synthesis with Synchmapper

In this thesis, the main concern is to explore possible design alternatives for a sys-
tem modeled using the synchronous MoC targeting NoC-based MPSoC. Exploring
the design alternatives of a synchronous model onto a platform supporting syn-
chronous execution using the HeartBeat model brings benefits. For example when
two independent processes (i.e. processes without data dependencies) are mapped
on the same PE (and embedded inside the same process wrapper) their execution
order (schedule) does not influence the functionality of the system1. In addition,
processes decoupled by a sequential process (HeartBeat delay) can be binded on
different PEs in the system, without affecting the global system functionality.

However, independently from the previously listed benefits and simplifications,
the number of design alternatives to be explored is still very large, especially when
modeling systems with a large number of processes. In order to solve this problem,
we have conceived an exploration methodology, which we named Synchmapper. The
Synchmapper methodology addresses the binding and scheduling problems while it
requires the user to specify a proper allocation (i.e. number, type and kind of
resources provided by the platform). So, in the following parts of the thesis, when
we will discuss about mapping, we will consider exclusively binding and scheduling.

The main "global" goal of the Synchmapper methodology is to find out the
implementation of a synchronous system on a Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC which
minimizes the HeartBeat period of the platform, while avoiding collision of com-
munication flows on the NoC interconnection, to support real-time systems. The
Synchmapper methodology splits the exploration problem in different subproblems.
Each subproblem tries to reach one or more "local" goals, dealing with a smaller de-
sign space. As it will be discussed, especially the binding activity has been split in
subproblems. Following related works , we also propose methods based on heuristic

1However performances can be influenced.
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to solve each subproblem. Therefore it is not guaranteed that the best solution is
found.

The subproblems defined and solved by the Synchmapper methodology are sum-
marized in the following subsections.

Logical binding
The logical binding problem concerns how to distribute the processes from the
system graph on the execution units of the architecture graph. At this stage the
location of the processors within the NoC-based MPSoC and the properties of the
communication links (modeling the NoC) are not considered. The problem is solved
optimizing the following parameters ("local" goals):

1. minimize the number of the connection between PEs/execution units;

2. distribute the execution time of processes equally between PEs/execution
units.

The first goal tries to optimize the use of the communication network connecting
PEs on the MPSoC and to optimize data locality. In fact, we would like to send
data through the network only when this is strictly necessary or when it gives a
clear advantage in terms of performances. Summarizing, goal number 1 aims to
improve locality and avoid overloading of the network.

The second goal assumes that the execution time of a process on a PE is dom-
inant when evaluating the HeartBeat period. Consequently, the execution time
should be distributed as evenly as possible between the execution units (PEs).
This goal is also referred to as load balancing.

Considering that the system-level specification is summarized in the system
graph, the logical binding can be considered as a graph partitioning problem. The
Kernighan and Lin algorithm [34] has been selected to solve the graph partitioning
problem. In fact, it is a graph partitioning algorithm dividing the graph in
partitions of given sizes, while minimizing the edge cost between partitions, and it
satisfies both goals previously listed. The first goal is satisfied running the algorithm
many times with different initial partitions, and selecting the best local minimum
found by these runs. The second goal is satisfied assigning weights (representing the
processes WCET) to nodes of the input graph, and using an improved version of the
algorithm to distribute weights as equally as possible to the partitions (representing
the PEs) . The current design flow implements this algorithm so that processes
bound to different execution units are decoupled by sequential processes. In other
words, communicating between execution units implies a delay of one tag in the
synchronous MoC.

Physical binding
The physical binding problem concerns how to bind the execution units (filled with
processes when solving the previous subproblem) to the specific PEs of the NoC-
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Figure 5.4: Physical binding example

based MPSoC. Differently from the logical binding, at this stage the location of the
processors within the NoC-based MPSoC is an important parameter to consider,
because depending on which PE virtual execution units are bound, the communi-
cation time through the NoC links can be estimated (and used to select an optimal
binding). The physical binding problem is solved optimizing the following param-
eters ("local" goals):

1. avoidance of network congestion (and consequently collisions) on the network
links;

2. create short communication paths.

Both goals aims to minimize the communication time of the processes through the
NoC. In addition, they also aim to give time predictability to the implemented
system, so that also real-time application can be supported. In fact, instead of
adding hardware or software to control the communication flows in the NoC (e.g.
time division multiplexing or similar), if we find a way to map processes without
having interferences between flows of data in the NoC we can predict the WCET.
The second goal basically aims to locate communicating processes close to each
other. In order to understand the challenges, and how to potentially satisfy the
first goal, we refer to Figure 5.4. Node 4 communicates to node 8, and node 3
communicates with node 5. According to Nostrum’s "X first, then Y" routing , it
is possible that both communication flows want to access link A at the same time.
The packet originally coming from node 4 can be deflected to link B and will reach
node 8 via link C. The packet still follows the minimal path and the communication
time is kept at the minimum. The drawback is that it cannot be predicted if the
packet from node 5 will be deflected or not; therefore also link D must be kept free
for the signal coming from node 3. In case there is no possibility to keep link D
free, a possible congestion must be considered.
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To resolve these issues, we have decided to solve the physical binding problem
using first an algorithm which binds execution units to real PEs of the NoC-based
MPSoC and, at the same time, tries to minimize the congestion on the NoC. Then,
it checks if congestion is surely avoided or not, using a reasoning similar to the
one presented through Figure 5.4. The chosen algorithm to find a physical binding
minimizing the congestion is based on the work of Murali and De Micheli in [54].
We chose this algorithm because the experimental results show better results than
similar algorithms.

Scheduling
The scheduling problem concerns how to find the execution order of processes bound
on a specific PE of the NoC-based MPSoC platform. At this stage the WCET of
a process on a specific PE is well known, and also the WCET of the process can
be estimated, considering that after physical binding we know exactly where the
sender and receiver processes are located on the NoC-based MPSoC. The scheduling
problem is solved optimizing the following parameters ("local" goal):

1. minimize HB period.

In fact, as a result of the logical binding, processes running on different PEs are
decoupled by a sequential process (i.e. they communicate across a HB tick). This
means that the execution order of synchronous processes running on one processor
does not influence the functionality of the system, but it can optimize the perfor-
mances, reducing the required HB period. So, their execution order can be chosen
to optimize the HeartBeat period.

The scheduling algorithm tries to achieve the goal through the following method:

1. communication runs as parallel as possible with the computation;

2. the communication time of the last process must be as short as possible when
the schedule is dominated by execution time;

3. the execution time of the first process must be as short as possible when the
schedule is dominated by communication time.

The following example gives an intuition about how the algorithm works in the
case of a schedule dominated by execution time, as shown in Figure 5.5a. It starts
scheduling the process with the longest communication time, as this one can lead to
a lot of waiting time if no process with a fitting execution time can be found. Then
the process with the best fitting execution time is scheduled after the first process,
and so forth until the process with the shortest communication time is scheduled.
Figure 5.5b shows the schedule when the schedule dominated by communication
time. In this case, the process with the shortest execution time is scheduled first.
Then the process with the best fitting execution time is scheduled after the first
process, and so forth until the process with the shortest communication time is
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Figure 5.5: Examples of different optimized schedules

scheduled. More details can be found in [2]. The proposed algorithm is very simple
and it works good with schedules which are clearly dominated by execution time or
communication time. It can be improved with better modeling or with constraint
programming , but for all the examples analyzed up to now (see Chapter 6) we
always see the execution time as a dominant factor.

5.3 Synchmapper implementation

The ideas behind the Synchmapper methodology, have been implemented in a C++
based tool. The tool, which we have named Synchmapper v1.0, is a simple command
line tool implementing system synthesis as defined by the Synchmapper methodol-
ogy. Synchmapper v1.0 requires as input a .app file, and it generates a .map file
and a .tim file.

The .app file, shown in Figure 5.6, describes the system graph and the archi-
tecture graph, together with some additional details (WCET of processes for each
PE, combinatorial/sequential process). For example, the .app file in Figure 5.6
describe an architecture graph of 4 PEs, connected by a 2 × 2 mesh NoC, and a
system graph composed by 4 processes and 4 signals. Processes are labeled with
numbers, from 1 to 4, provide a number representing their WCET, and a file name
describing their functionality. Signals are also labeled with numbers, from 1 to 3.
For example, signal 1 connects, processes 1 and 2, has a WCCT of 10, and does
not contain delay element (process 1 is a combinatorial synchronous process).

The .map file, shown in Figure 5.7, describes in an XML-like format how pro-
cesses should be mapped on the different PEs of the NoC-based MPSoC. For
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here could be some comment
#config
mesh2d
2 2 0
3
#processes
1 20 proc1.cpp
2 10 proc2.cpp
3 10 proc3.cpp
4 20 proc4.cpp
#signals
1 1 2 10 0 0
2 2 4 20 1 1
3 3 4 20 1 1

Figure 5.6: app file

<parameter name="GlobalSync" value="2745"/>
<hprocess name="p1" moc="Synchronous" node="0" sources="{}" targets="{p2,p3}" files="{proc1.cpp,proc2.cpp}"/>
<process name="p3" moc="Synchronous" node="1" sources="{p1,p2}" targets="{p4}" files="{proc4.cpp}"/>
<process name="p4" moc="Synchronous" node="1" sources="{p3}" targets="{}" files="{proc5.cpp}"/>
<process name="p2" moc="Synchronous" node="2" sources="{p1}" targets="{p3}" files="{proc3.cpp}"/>

Figure 5.7: map file

example, the .map file in Figure 5.7, maps 4 processes (p1, p2, p3, p4) on 3 PEs
(node0, node1, node2). As an example, process p3, which receives data from pro-
cesses p1 and p2, while sending data to p4, is mapped on node1. . The .map file
also specifies the shortest HeartBeat period required to have a working system, and
it warns with a "congestion" flag, which is visualized only if congestion in the NoC
could not be avoided. The .tim file provides details about each step of the system
synthesis, and can be used for manual refinements or to analyze the quality of the
mapping that the tool calculated. Being a log file containing a large amount of
informations, an example of .tim file has been omitted in this thesis.

Synchmapper v1.0 executes through the following steps:

1. build application graph from input file;

2. all the combinatorial processes which are directly connected in the application
graph are combined to single combinatorial processes;

3. bind processes to logical PEs/EUs (logical binding);

4. bind processes to physical PEs/EUs (physical binding);

5. schedule processes on each PE/EU.

In the first step two C++ classes are used: Topology class and AppGraph class.
AppGraph contains the methods to parse the input .app file to a directed graph
model, using the Boost Graph Library [78]. The Process class is then assigned to
vertexes of the graph, while the Signal class to edges, to finally create the system
graph. The Topology class is used to model the architecture graph, and it is used
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Figure 5.8: Hyperprocess generation

during the physical binding. The Topology class is also using the Boost Graph
Library, where the class NetNode is mapped to vertexes and the NetLink class to
edges. The NetLink class has the important functionality to gather the links that
are routed from the application/system model on the NoC links, and is used in the
next stages to detect congestion in the NoC.

In the second step all the combinatorial processes which are directly connected
in the application graph are combined to a single combinatorial process, which
we call hyper process. While the details about the algorithm generating hyperpro-
cesses can be found in [2], Figure 5.8 gives an intuition. Processes Pi, together with
their signals Si, are analyzed one by one. P1 and S1 represent a sequential syn-
chronous process, and they are considered a self-standing hyperprocess. The same
happens when evaluating P2 and S2, representing a combinatorial synchronous pro-
cess. However, when evaluating P3 and S3, together with their connected neigh-
bors, the algorithm realizes that the neighbor P2 is a hyperprocess containing a
signal without delay. This means that the hyperprocess is extended to include P3
and S3. The same happens with P4 and S4, so the final system is divided in 2
hyperprocesses.

There are multiple motivations for hyper processes. First, they help to reduce
the design space, reducing the number of total processes in the system graph. Sec-
ond, as we will discuss in Chapter 4, the targeted Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC
prototype currently permits only to sequential synchronous processes to commu-
nicate through the NoC. In other words, all processes mapped on different PEs
will have a delay of 1 tag when communicating. This implies that combinatorial
synchronous processes communicating with a sequential synchronous process must
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be executed on the same PE.
The third step implements logical binding using the METIS Library [33]. The

METIS library is a set of serial programs for partitioning graphs, partitioning fi-
nite element meshes, and producing fill reducing orderings for sparse matrices. This
C++ library can be configured to apply on the system graph the Kerninghan-Lin
algorithm. The Kerninghan-Lin algorithm provided by METIS Library make par-
titions on the system graph based on weights that must be inserted on vertexes and
edges of the graph. The vertexes, representing the processes and hyper processes
from step number 2, have a weight which represents their execution time. The
weight of the edges represents instead the communication volumes. The algorithm
is iterated for 100 times, starting with different initial partitions (different processes
in each partition), before giving a solution.

The fourth step implements physical binding using the Murali and De Micheli
algorithm [54]. We did not find any library implementing the algorithm, so we
have created a class implementing the algorithm proposed in [54]. The algorithm
consists of two phases, in the first phase an initial binding is calculated which is
iteratively optimized by a second phase. The initial binding, is generated by placing
first the logical EU with the most connections with other logical EUs to the node
in the network with the most available links. Then the logical EU with the most
connections with the previously mapped EUs is chosen. It is mapped to the node
with the lowest communication cost with all nodes to which already a logical EU is
bound. In the case of the used NoC the goal is to reduce the number of occupied
network links, therefore the communication cost is the sum of the distances to all
placed EUs with which the new logical EU communicates. This represents the
number of network links where a signal travels. This is first phase is repeated until
all the logical EUs are bound to the network. The second phase of the algorithm
uses the phase one to get an initial binding. Then it start swapping repetitively
two nodes. After the swapping the communication cost of between all the placed
nodes is evaluated. If this new binding has a better communication cost than the
previous best binding, this will be used as the starting point for the next swapping,
until all possible swapping have been tried.

In the fifth step, after the processes have been mapped on physical PEs of
the MPSoC platform, it is possible to evaluate communication time, check if it is
possible to avoid congestion, and finally schedule the processes on each PE.

5.4 Envisioned design flow

Including the optimization technique discussed in this chapter, we can envision a
design flow from system-level specifications to NoC-based MPSoC implementation
on FPGA. The full flow is shown in Figure 5.9. It heavily relies on the NSG SDA
flow, presented in Chapter 4. It still requires the user to specify, through a user
interface, the system model (through a process network, the system graph) and
the architecture model (number of PEs, kind of PEs, NoC characteristics). How-
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Figure 5.9: The design flow

ever, differently from the flow proposed in Chapter 4, the mapping (scheduling and
binding) is automated through the use of the Synchmapper tool. The information
contained in the .map file represent the software section — embedded within the
<software> tag — of the XML intermediate representation file. The final XML
file can be composed using informations provided by the user.

The next chapter presents a set of experiments validating different parts of the
flow.





Chapter 6
Case studies

This chapter aims to wrap up and to clarify the concepts described in the previous
chapters thorough a set of case studies. Considering the complexity of the synthesis
flow discussed in the thesis, each case study aims to clarify a subset of the concepts.
In addition, each case study shows (and, when possible, quantifies) the advantages
(and the limitations) of the proposed synthesis approach.

6.1 Artificial neural network

Concepts shown in this case study
• How to use a system-level design framework based on the synchronous MoC

(e.g. ForSyDe) to model the neural network;

• bridge a system model composed by sequential processes in the synchronous
MoC to a HB-compliant NoC-based MPSoC (described in Chapter 3);

• perform manual design space exploration through NSG;

• speed up the generation of a prototype (increase design flow speed).

Case study description
This case study aims to implement a prototype of an Artificial Neural Net (ANN)
onto a NoC-based MPSoC. The main goal is to prototype its functionality, and
not to train the implemented network. The ANN we want to model is composed
by groups of neurons, defined as minicolumns. Each minicolumn computes and
sends its results to another minicolumn with a well defined frequency (shooting
frequency). This periodic behavior defines when a computation starts and when it
must be finished. This can be modeled in a straight-forwarded way through the
synchronous MoC, using sequential processes, as described in Section 2.2. Conse-
quently, the HeartBeat model can be used to bridge the synchronous model and its

51
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Figure 6.1: Artificial neural network

NoC Architecture Total logic
elements

Total comb.
functions

Dedicated
logic registers

Total memory
bits

3D NoC 2 × 2 × 2 -
40KB mem per PE

30058 (26%) 25180 (22%) 18019 (16%) 2772992 (70%)

2D NoC 2 × 4 -
40KB mem per PE

27870 (24%) 22992 (20%) 17625 (15%) 2772992 (70%)

Table 6.1: Synthesis results after manual exploration

implementation, where the shooting frequency represents the inverse of tHB . The
specific ANN we want to model is shown in Figure 6.1. Each minicolumn contains
100 neurons, has 100 input signals and 100 output signals. Each neuron inside the
minicolumn reads all the inputs of the minicolumn, multiplies its inputs with a
matching weight, and sums all the 100 results of the multiplications. Finally, the
result of the summation goes through a limiting function, to produce its output [48].

When this experiment was developed, we used directly the NoC system Genera-
tor SDA flow, discussed in Chapter4, to do a manual exploration of the design space
for the ANN of the target FPGA (Altera Cyclone IVE). Our goal was to figure out
the maximum number of minicolumns that we could synthesize on a specific FPGA
board, when mapping 1 minicolumn of 100 neurons per PE. Each software process
modeling a single minicolumn required 45 KB memory per PE. After the synthesis
of different configurations, we found out that the biggest NoC we could create on
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the selected FPGA was an MPSoC composed by 8 PE, connected by a 2 × 2 × 2
3D NoC or a 2 × 4 2D NoC, with 40 KB of on-chip memory per PE. The results
of the manual exploration are summarized in Table 6.1. Shrinking the minicolumn
C model to 40 KB was possible, but only by removing all debug modules, making
impossible for us to verify that the functionality was correct when running on a
MPSoC composed by 8 PEs. So we decided to use a simple 2× 2 NoC, composed
by 4 PEs, with 100KB each, and the possibility of having some logic left to add
floating point units for the PEs.

Concluding, the ANN we decided to implement consists of 4 minicolumns. They
communicate in a serial pipelined manner, i.e., the first minicolumn produces out-
put for the second minicolumn, which produces output for the third, and so on. As
shown on the top of Figure 6.1, such a system can be modeled using the synchronous
MoC library of the ForSyDe framework, introduced in Section 2.3. Through the
ForSyDe library, a process network was created, where each process behaves ac-
cording to the synchronous MoC semantics. Each minicolumn was modeled using a
process created through the scanld process constructor, introduced in Section 2.3,
and we wanted to map each minicolumn to 1 PE. Hence, the synchronous process
network can be synthesized to a NoC-based MPSoC through the HB model. Our
goal, as described earlier, was to synthesize the system-level model on a HB com-
pliant platform configured with 4 processors as PEs. Each processor was connected
through a 2× 2 Nostrum NoC. The platform specification was entered through the
intermediate XML representation.

Method to evaluate WCET, WCCT and shooting frequency (tHB)
From this point on, in order to automatically generate the system, we had to
specify the HeartBeat period tHB . In many cases, we want to find the minimal
tHB which makes our specific system work, in order to maximize the throughput,
or in this particular case, the shooting frequency. The minimal tHB was found
using equation 3.4 from Section 3.2. In this particular case we had each process
mapped on its own PE. So, equation 3.4 was simplified to tHB ≥ tε + tc. This
simplification considers that the system was mapped on an homogeneous MPSoC,
where each PE was executing exactly the same function (a minicolumn function).
Details about how we evaluated tε and tc can be found in [71], here we will present
a practical method to evaluate the WCET through fast prototyping.

Evaluating precisely the execution time tε for a PE, such as a Nios soft-core,
is difficult. We could however find an estimate of tε by setting the HB frequency
to a low value (i.e. 1 Hz) and then measuring the execution time of the function
modeling the minicolumn functionality using a timer. The timer was set before
entering the process, and it was read after leaving the process. With a 50 MHz
timer. After extensive emulation, we found tε = 298732 clock ticks, equivalent
to 5, 97 ms. The communication time was estimated through a pessimistic model
presented in [29], and it resulted equivalent to tc = 0, 656 ms [71]. So, the ANN was
prototyped on FPGA using a HB compliant NoC-based MPSoC with a shooting
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Design flow MAMPS [70, 82] Our work
Target platform 2 processors 4 processors
Platform interconnection 2 × 1 NoC 2 × 2 NoC
Creating system model manual(SDF) manual(SY)
Creating application model manual semi-automatic
Generating architecture model 1 second ∼100 millisec
Mapping the design 1 minute manual
Generate Xilinx/Altera project 16 seconds ∼500 millisec

Table 6.2: Rapidity comparison

frequency of ca 150 Hz, equivalent to a tHB = 6, 67 ms. In order to check that the
estimation of tHB was correct, we configured each minicolumn in the MPSoC to
turn on a LED if a signal from the previous minicolumn was not received. Then we
left the system running at 150 Hz for a couple of days, and if no LED was turned
on we considered the system working properly.

Results
The rapidity of NSG to create a 2 × 2 NoC-based system, used to implement the
ANN case study, is shown in Table 6.2, where our flow is compared to a state of the
art SDA flow for MPSoC generation, MAMPS[70, 82] (more details in Section 7.1).
In the table, we refer only to automated steps, which are not strongly dependent
on the design complexity. The creation of system model is considered as the GUI
modeling. Creation of the application model is the automated generation of C
application that can be compiled on the MPSoC resources. In our case they are
represented by the process functionality file and the C wrappers. It is not considered
fully-automatic because the user must fill the process template with a C function.
Generation of the architecture model consider the modifications to the NoC system
Generator XML configuration file. All our experiments were run on a Pentium M
1.4 GHz machine with 256MB RAM, showing how the proposed SDA flow in this
thesis speeds up the generation of a working prototype. The results show that the
generation and the programming of a complex multi processor system can be done
automatically in the order of seconds, while the typical effort using a non automated
technique is usually in the order of hours. In addition, through this case study, we
showed how to manually explore different design implementations.

6.2 Design and debug of heterogeneous NoC-based MPSoC

The text in this section is primarily based on the material found in [76]. The
code for the presented applications is available at the Barcelona OpenMP Task
Suite (BOTS) website [69].
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Concepts shown in this case study
• Using an heterogeneous Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC, composed by a Leon3

processor together with Nios cores;

• showing how model based design (synchronous MoC) can be used to program
heterogeneous platforms;

• using Leon3 as main processor and Nios cores as accelerators;

• debug techniques in model-based design for NoC-based MPSoC.

Case study description
This case study presents the advantages in prototyping a set of applications onto an
heterogeneous NoC-based MPSoC created through the NSG tool, and supporting
the HB model. Initially we describe how the concepts of HB model and process
wrappers are well suited for heterogeneous MPSoCs, and then we describe the
advantages that model-based design (in this specific case based on the HB model)
provides from the design and debugging point of view.

Integrating a different PEs in the SDA flow implemented through the NSG is
easy. We recall from Section 4.3 that a process wrapper is composed by a set of
registers and hardware logic in the RNI of the NoC-based MPSoC, and a main C
file (scheduler) running on the PE, scheduling the execution of tasks according to
the HB semantics. This means that whichever custom processor can be used as
PE in the NoC-based MPSoC, without the need of custom HW/SW modifications.
It is sufficient to connect the PE properly to the RNI, and load the main C file
(scheduler) on the newly connected PE.

As an example, the NSG tool has been extended to support heterogeneous MP-
SoCs composed by Leon3 and Nios processors when targeting Altera FPGAs. Fig-
ure 6.2 shows a SOPC (equivalent of QSYS) project file, describing the 4 processors
NoC-based system configuration. Three processors (cpu_1_0, cpu_2_0, cpu_3_0)
are Nios2/e processors, while one processor (Leon3_IP_0) is a Leon3 processor.
All processors are connected through the same 2×2 Nostrum NoC (kth_avalon_2DNoC).
The integration of a Leon3 processor required the development of a bus interface
(Leon3 uses AMBA, while the NoC for Altera FPGAs uses Avalon), but noth-
ing else, considering that the process wrapper support is implemented inside the
kth_avalon_2DNoC component and on a C file that can run on every processor.

Once the process of extending the NSG flow with new PEs is clear, we are
able to generate heterogeneous NoC-based MPSoC compliant with the HB model.
Using the HB model and the process wrappers in an heterogeneous system results
in a clear advantage: tasks (processes) can be synchronized on the HB ticks. In
addition, when tasks are modeled through sequential synchronous processes, they
can be spread on different PEs exploiting pipeline parallelism, data parallelism and
task parallelism. While the use of parallelism will be introduced more in details
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Figure 6.2: Leon3 integration in an heterogeneous 2× 2 NoC-based MPSoC

in Section 6.4, here it is important to underline that using heterogeneous MPSoCs
permits to spread tasks on the PE which is most adapt for running that specific
task. In addition, more performing PEs will get more tasks. However, it is very
important to underline that all these tasks will execute when triggered by the HB
tick, following the HB semantics. This synchronization technique simplify both the
design of MPSoCs and their debugging.

In order to show the feasibility and advantages in using HB compliant heteroge-
neous NoC-based MPSoC, we have ported to heterogeneous platforms using Leon3
and Nios processors three applications: LU factorization, Fibonacci, NQueens. De-
tails about this applications and how they have been ported to the Nostrum NoC-
based MPSoC are provided in [76]. The main idea was dividing each application in
tasks, implementing all tasks functionalities on the most performing core (Leon3),
while implementing just a smaller set of tasks on the Nios processors. Then the
Leon processor was supposed to offload some computation to the Nios processors.
On each HB tick, the Leon processor was sending messages to the Nios processors
to:

• configure their functionality (select which of the task they were going to exe-
cute);
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Figure 6.3: Debugging an heterogeneous 2× 2 NoC-based MPSoC

• send to each Nios the data to process;

• send a message to start the execution of tasks on each Nios.

Then, the Leon was running run its own tasks, collecting the results from the
Nios processors, and finally synchronizing on the next HB tick before starting a
new computation loop, until the computation was not finished. We compared this
approach with running the same algorithms on a single Leon.

Debugging method
Before discussing the results of the experiment, is important to describe how the
HB model semantics helped us in debugging and validating the applications. Once
each application was modeled and distributed on the heterogeneous platform, we
were setting the HB period to a very large value (i.e. 1 second). Then, as shown
in Figure 6.3, using 4 shells we were connecting to the jtag/serial port of each of
the PE in the system, which was configured as their standard output. Running
the prototype on the board, we could get every second (on every HB tick) debug
informations from each of the PE. When we were satisfied with the result we were
just removing the debug macros in the C code of each PE, shrinking the HB period
to the shortest possible value (following the model presented in Section 3.2) and
then running the prototype.

If the result of the final prototype was not correct, we were just re-triggering
the HB period to a large value and add new debug informations to find the bug.
Again, once the bug was found, the HB period was triggered again to the shortest
possible value, and the system was prototyped again. This reduced drastically the
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amount of time needed in debugging, compared to debugging a system where there
is no synchronization between processes, or the synchronization is provided through
complex kernel object management (e.g. semaphores, mutex, etc.).

Results
We were able to run LU factorization, Fibonacci and NQueens on 4 processor
system composed by 1 Leon and 3 Nios2/f processors. In all cases the performance
improvement was compared with the same software running on a single Leon3
processor. As discussed in [76], we were able to see a small speed up, compared
to what we expected. The reason was that each Nios processor was configured to
use on-chip memory which is a very scarce resource on FPGAs. Consequently, the
amount of data that the Leon3 was able to offload to the Nios processors was not
enough to overcome the cost of communication through the NoC. Using external
SRAM as memory for each Nios was our primary option, but this was not possible
because the template Leon3 we integrated in the Altera tools was already using
SRAM and we did not find a way to disconnect it from the Leon PE.

However, as a result of this experiment, we tested a new design method for
HB-compliant heterogeneous NoC-based MPSoC. In addition, we developed a de-
bugging method for heterogeneous MPSoC

6.3 Simulink FIR filter

Concepts shown in this case study
• Bridge a system model using a commercial tool using the synchronous MoC

(Simulink) to a HB-compliant NoC-based MPSoC;

• performance improvement (throughput speed up) through pipeline parallelism
implemented on a HB-compliant MPSoC;

• resource usage optimization of our flow compared to state of the art flows
using an OS.

Case study description
In this case study we show how is it possible to use an industrial system-level
design framework, using the synchronous MoC as simulation engine, as a front-end
for the SDA flow proposed in this thesis. In fact, this case study aims to synthesize
a Simulink model onto a HB compliant NoC-based MPSoC on FPGA. The flow
starts from a Simulink model of a digital signal processing (DSP) application. The
DSP application used in this case study is described in a Simulink tutorial [50], and
it is shown in Figure 6.4a. A sinusoidal source block generates a sinusoidal signal.
Then, some random noise, generated by a random source block and a digital high
pass FIR filter, is added to the sinusoidal signal. The noisy signal is then filtered by
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Figure 6.4: Simulink experiment setup and results

Table 6.3: Common semantics parameters and design rules

Simulink HB compliant MPSoC
time steps HB ticks
step size (tstep) HB period (tHB)
simulation loop SW processes triggered by process wrappers
blocks instuctions of SW process
subsystem SW processes on a single PE
signal NoC communication path

a low pass FIR filter, which removes the noise component. Figure 6.4c shows the
most significant signals of the modeled system. The upper plot shows the signal
produced by the sinusoidal source block and the noisy signal. In the lower plot, the
red signal is the result of the noisy signal filtered through the low pass FIR filter.

We recall from Section 2.3 that a Simulink model simulation using the fixed
step solver behaves with the same execution semantics of the synchronous MoC.
In fact, the simulation runs in a simulation loop. During the simulation loop the
simulation time is frozen. Inputs are stored, subsequently the outputs and the state
of the system are computed. Then the successive simulation time point where to
evaluate the model is computed. Finally the simulation time is increased, and the
loop starts again. The successive time points at which the states and outputs are
computed are called time steps. The length of time between steps is called step size
(tstep). The simulation loop continues until the specified simulation time ends, and
considering we target the fixed-step solver, the model is solved without varying the
step size from the beginning to the end of the simulation.

Considering that a Simulink model simulation using the fixed step solver behaves
with the same execution semantics of the synchronous MoC, following the PBD
methodology introduced on Section 3.2, we can use the HB model to map a abstract
API platform (Simulink) to a micro architecture platform (HB compliant NoC-
based MPSoC). In fact, as shown in the upper part of Table 6.3, it is possible to
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identify common semantics parameter between the Simulink simulation semantics
and the HB model semantics. The time steps in the Simulink simulation have their
counterpart in HB ticks on the HB compliant NoC-based MPSoC. The constant
step size, is represented by the HB period, while the entire simulation loop has its
counterpart in the process wrappers, which stimulates the execution of processes
on PEs once each HB tick.

In order to automatize the flow from Simulink to embedded MPSoC platform,
we needed to translate the Simulink model to a language understandable from the
embedded PEs. This was possible using the Simulink Embedded Coder [49]. The
Embedded Coder generates C code describing the Simulink model functionality.
However, the code is meant to be compiled on a single PE. In fact, the gener-
ated program executes a background task, and it expects to be periodically inter-
rupted by a timer. During the interrupt service routine (ISR), a generated function
evaluating output and state of the system, rt_OneStep, is executed. Executing
rt_OneStep periodically in an ISR routine implements the simulation loop.

Including the C code modeling the entire system on a single PE triggered by
the HB tick was straight forward. The rt_OneStep modeling the entire system
was extracted and wrapped in a single process wrapper modeling a sequential syn-
chronous process. In this way, the rt_OneStep function was executed periodically,
and if the HB period of the platform was configured to be exactly the same as the
simulation, we could get the same exact results between Simulink simulation and
its implementation. This is shown in the red signal in Figure 6.4a. In addition,
using a single Nios2 on a CycloneIV Altera FPGA, we could run the whole system
with a maximum throughput of 1 sample each 28 milliseconds.

Improving throughput through the HB model

Through the concept of HB model and the NSG tool, it is possible to extend
this reasoning, resulting in a improvement of the throughput of the implemented
system following the pipeline parallelism paradigm. The main idea was to divide
the Simulink model in different subsystems, and to configure the NSG tool to map
the functionality (C code) of each subsystem on a different PE of a HB compliant
MPSoC, as depicted in the lower part of Table 6.3. In the particular case of this
case study, we divided the FIR filter model in 4 subsystems, and we use the NSG
to map each subsystem functionality on a PE (Nios2/e softcore) of a 2 × 2 NoC-
based MPSoC, as shown in Figure 6.4b. The first subsystem, Source, contained
the sinusoidal source block. The second, Noise, contained the noise generator and
the high pass FIR filter. The third, Filter, contained the low pass filter, while the
fourth, Scope, was just printing out the results. The results of dividing the FIR in
4 subsystems and map it on 4 PEs of a NoC-based MPSoC is described in the next
subsection.
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Table 6.4: WCET, minimum tHB , memory requirements

1 PE 4 PEs
Source Noise Filter Sink

WCET - Min. tHB [ms] 28 7,90 11,68 8,00 0,01
Mem. req. w/o OS [KB] 53 33 27 21 16
Mem. req. eCos [KB] +20 +20 for each PE
Mem. req. uCLinux [MB] +2 +2 for each PE

Results
The lower plot in Figure 6.4c shows a comparison between the output signal of the
prototype running on a single PE (red line) and the output signal of the prototype
running on 4 PEs (blue line). The results are the same, but shifted in time since the
4 processor system functionality is pipelined across 3 HB periods. However, splitting
the system in 4 subsystems using our methodology, increase the throughput of the
system of ∼ 2.4×. In fact, the minimum tHB (and so the maximum throughput),
are mainly constrained by the slowest execution time of a functionality on a PE
(in this case, the Noise subsystem), resulting in a throughput of 1 sample each 1̃2
milliseconds, as shown in Table 6.4.

If we would have created 4 subsystems having equal WCET (i.e. 7 ms), we
could have reached a theoretical 4× throughput increase. The increase in through-
put comes at the expense of memory. The total on-chip memory needed by 4 PEs
is larger than the one needed from the single PE case, because each PE does not
need only the set of instruction represented by the rt_onestep function, but also
boot code for each processor, in addition to the code for implementing the HB
semantics.

Table 6.4 shows the on-chip memory needed for each PE (Nios2/e) when we
map the whole system on 1 PE, and when we spread it on 4 PEs. The memory
requirements for the system composed by 4 PEs is higher than the single PE solu-
tion, however our design flow still saves memory resources if compared with other
flows using OSs (e.g. [68, 24, 11]). As shown in Table 6.4, adding an OS on each
PE requires an additional overhead of at least 20 KB for each PE, in addition to
the memory needed to store the code, while the SDA flow proposed in this thesis,
being a bare-metal approach, can save large amount of on-chip memory, a very rare
and precious resource on FPGA technologies.

6.4 JPEG encoder

Concepts shown in this case study
• The SDA flow: from synchronous model to implementation on NoC-based

MPSoC;
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Figure 6.5: System level model of jpeg encoder

• exploration of the design space using Synchmapper;

• exploitation of pipeline, task and data parallelism through the proposed SDA
flow.

Case study description
This case study aims to synthesize a system-level model of a jpeg encoder onto a
2×2 Nostrum NoC-based MPSoC. The synthesized system should be optimized for
maximum throughput, while collision of packets in the NoC interconnection should
be avoided. The system-level model of the jpeg encoder is shown in Figure 6.5. A
detailed description of the functionality of each process can be found in [51], here
a short summary of the model is presented, with the minimal amount of details
needed to understand the next steps. Process P1 reads blocks of the input bitmap
image and sends the blocks to P2. P2 divides each block in 6 subcomponents
(executing a color conversion algorithm) and send each subcomponent to a set of
filters/encoder blocks (P3−P14). After the encoding, P3−P14 send their results
to P15, which collects and concatenates the results in a new block. P16 just receive
the blocks and create the final jpeg image, block by block. When all blocks have
been received, the encoding is completed.

The system-level model of the jpeg encoder has been created using the ForSyDe
library, as documented in [51]. In [51], the jpeg encoder is modeled using the SDF
library, meaning that every process in the process network in Figure 6.5 has the
semantic of the SDF MoC. However, in order to be enable our automated design
flow, we should use the synchronous MoC, because the SDF MoC is not yet sup-
ported in the NSG tool. In this regard, we assume that each process is modeled as a
sequential synchronous process in the synchronous MoC. In other words, we assume
that each process is modeled through a combinatorial synchronous process (includ-
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Table 6.5: WCET processes jpeg encoder (PE: NiosII/e, on-chip mem., O0 opt.)

Process name Process function WCET [ticks, hex] WCET [ticks, dec]
P1 read_bitmap_func 69F3F 433983
P2 color_conversion_func 15353C 1389877
P3 dct_func_cr 4010B 262411
P4 huff_encode_func_cr 209D7 133591
P5 dct_func_cb 3F71A 259866
P6 huff_encode_func_cb 219E2 137698
P7 dct_func_y00 40698 263832
P8 huff_encode_func_y00 3C669 247401
P9 dct_func_y01 405C9 263625
P10 huff_encode_func_y01 3EE72 257650
P11 dct_func_y10 3F8CC 260300
P12 huff_encode_func_y10 3B6B9 243385
P13 dct_func_y11 5C00F 376847
P14 huff_encode_func_y11 3B337 242487
P15 concatenate_huff_steps_func 30DF6 200182
P16 merge_write_func 292FF 168703

ing the functionality of the process) followed by a dly synchronous process. This
assumption is very easy to fulfill, if we consider the model using the synchronous
(SY) library of ForSyDe, instead of the SDF one (the functionality would remain
the same, only the computational model changes).

Design space exploration methodology

In order to synthesize the system-level model onto a 2 × 2 Nostrum NoC-based
MPSoC supporting the HB model, the first step is to characterize the jpeg encoder
application and run the Synhmapper mapping tool to decide the best placement
of processes of the process network on PEs of the MPSoC. As described in Chap-
ter 5, a .app file must be created and provided to the Synchmapper tool. The .app
should contain informations related to the jpeg encoder application, such as WCET
of the different processes, data size that each process sends through the NoC inter-
connection, etc. This information are provided in Table 6.5 and Table 6.6, and they
have been inserted in the .app file describing the application. The WCET for each
process has been found running each process on a PE (NiosII/e) and measuring its
execution time using a hardware timer, after extensive emulation, with the same
technique presented in Section 6.1.

The proposed mapping, resulting from the Synchmapper analysis, is presented
in Figure 6.6. The first thing to notice is that 6 out of 8 available channels in
the 2 × 2 NoC are used every time the processes are executed (i.e. on each HB
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Table 6.6: Communicated data between processes of jpeg encoder

Processes source Process destination Data communicated [Bytes]
P1 P2 780
P2 P3 144
P2 P5 144
P2 P7 144
P2 P9 144
P2 P11 144
P2 P13 144
P3 P4 144
P5 P6 144
P7 P8 144
P9 P10 144
P11 P12 144
P13 P14 144
P4 P15 48
P6 P15 48
P8 P15 48
P10 P15 48
P12 P15 48
P14 P15 48
P15 P16 208

tick), without collision of communicated data in the NoC interconnection. Another
important result is the load balancing of processes in order to reach the shortest
HB period. While PE3 and PE1 seems very unbalanced (PE3 contains only one
process, while PE1 contains seven), we have to consider that the HB period is
also based on the outgoing communication time. As shown in Table 6.6, P1 is the
process sending the most of the data. Instead, the group of processes mapped on
PE1 do not send data through the NoC at all. This means that it is correct to put
more computational processes on PE1, while leaving P1 alone on a single PE, in
order to minimize the overall HB period.

Another important result we can draw from Figure 6.6 is related to the au-
tomated exploitation of parallelism of the application. The jpeg encoder process
network shows 6 parallel branches executing the same operations on different chunks
of data. This is a clear case of data parallelism. This kind of parallelism is exploited
through the proposed mapping. In fact, the pair P7 and P11, mapped on PE0, runs
in parallel with P3 and P5, mapped on PE1, which run in parallel with P9 and
P13, mapped on PE2. Pipeline parallelism is implicit in the HB model, which runs
different parts of the encoding algorithm on different part of data at the same time.
Task parallelism is also exploited, in fact different operations on same/different
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Figure 6.6: Mapping of jpeg encoder on 2× 2 NoC-based MPSoC

chunk of data are executed at the same time. For example, PE0 executes P2 at the
same time PE2 executes P9.

Results
From the generated output of Synchmapper (.map and .tim files), the proposed
HB period for the system mapped as presented in Figure 6.6 is 2157535 ticks. Con-
sidering that the target FPGA board uses a 50 MHz clock, each tick is equivalent
to 20 ns, so the proposed HB period is 43 ms. This is equivalent to a throughput
of 1 sample every 43 ms.

Using the .map file generated by the Synchmapper as a starting point, it is
possible to create an XML file compliant with the NoC system Generator, in order
to create a prototype. As described in Chapter 4, the user has to provide the XML
file, describing the system in Figure 6.6, together with the C files describing the
functionality of each process, and the tool generates synthesizable model/image of
the HW in the target platform’s language, describing a multi-processor platform. In
this particular example all PEs are Nios2/e cores, and they are connected through
the Nostrum NoC architecture. The software for each PE (containing the processes
to execute as described in Figure 6.6) are automatically wrapped in the process
wrappers and can be compiled through a set of automatically generated scripts.

The entire jpeg encoder has been prototyped on a Cyclone IVE FPGA, with a
HB period configured to 45 ms.





Chapter 7
Related work

This chapter describes related work. It is divided in 3 sections. Each section
contains related work to one of the ideas and tools presented in the thesis. The first
section discuss related work connected to the HeartBeat model idea, and it compares
our approach of bridging the semantics of a system-level model to a multi processor
platform with other state-of-the-art techniques. The second section discuss related
work connected to the NoC system Generator, presenting other fast prototyping
tools targeting multi processor architectures on FPGA. The third section discuss
related work connected to the Synchmapper methodology, presenting other design
space exploration techniques targeting multi processor platforms.

7.1 HeartBeat model related work

Significant research has been done to evaluate ideas enabling automated design
flows towards MPSoCs. Some of the approaches also aim at validating designs on
FPGA.

K.Popovici et al. [68] describe a platform-based design flow starting from a
Simulink model, and allowing easy experimentation of several mappings of the appli-
cation onto an heterogeneous NoC-based MPSoC [67]. Depending on the Simulink
blocks specification the application is then extracted into an intermediate model
of functionality (C tasks) and platform (SystemC), enabling virtual prototyping
of the entire system at different abstraction level. Virtual prototyping is carefully
addressed, but less details are reported regarding a real prototype. The virtual
prototype requires an OS (e.g. eCos) and uses 1 RISC processor and 1 DSP, while
we present an OS free design with 4 RISC processors.

Kai Huang et al. [24] describe a system-level design flow using Simulink com-
bined algorithm and architecture model (CAAM), a unified model that combines
aspects related to the architecture (e.g. PEs available in the platform) into the al-
gorithm model. From CAAM, it is possible to virtually prototype the entire system
at different abstraction levels. In contrast to our approach, their PEs do not com-

67
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municate through a NoC, they require an OS to support the flow, and the target
platform is not a low-cost FPGA.

Caspi et al.[11] identify the periodic execution semantic of a subset of Simulink
blocks. They are then able to transform the Simulink model into an intermedi-
ate layer described through the synchronous language Lustre [18], which executes
functions periodically, triggered by a synchronous signal. Similarly, a MPSoC im-
plementing the Time Triggered Architecture (TTA) model [35], enables significant
events to happen periodically during specific time slots. Sharing such execution
concept, a end-to-end design flow is proposed. However, the TTA model can only
be supported using an OS on the PEs of the target MPSoC, and it requires complex
HW to support synchronization between PEs without using a globally distributed
clock.

Strictly related with the previous work, the Time-Triggered NoC [75] is a very
mature technique used in industrial applications. It shares many concepts with the
work presented in this thesis. It present a MoC (called Time Triggered, TT) based
on the so called sparse time base model. This model enables significant events
only to happen during certain time slots, called activity slots, which are always
followed by silence slots, where processes cannot execute. Activities that happen
before the next activity slot is started, are considered to be executed within the
same global time. This technique, differently from our proposed solution, does not
use a globally distributed HB tick to identify time slots. The HeartBeat model
proposes the execution of processes for each HB tick, without the use of silence
slots to synchronize the execution of the processes. In addition [75] needs an OS
to support the TT model, which we do not need to support the synchronous MoC
that we use as design entry.

A.B. Nejad et al. propose design flows to map applications based on MoCs on
NoC-based platform in [57] and [58]. The former uses FIFOs (embedded in the
NoC’s network interface) to synchronize the communication of processes following
the KPN MoC. The idea is closely connected to the one presented in this thesis,
where synchronization is provided by setting registers in the RNIs of the MPSoC.
However, it differs because of the modeling technique (KPN) and because of the
lack of implementation (only simulation is available). The latter proposes a tech-
nique where PEs run a tiny RTOS. Following a strict time division multiplexing
(TDM) technique, in which each application is allocated a fixed set of time, the
OS provides real-time support and composability (functional and temporal behavior
of an application does not change, independently from the presence or absence of
other applications running). This methodology is very inspiring, but it is still not
automated.

The Open-Scale project [7, 61] consists of a configurable and synthesizable NoC-
based MPSoC architecture with real-time operating system (RTOS) support for
every PE in the system. Applications are described using a Kahn Process Network
(KPN) and they are implemented as tasks scheduled from the RTOS. The tasks
running on different PEs can communicate through the NoC interconnection using
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provided (and not automatically generated) standard MPI routines. Unfortunately,
[7] does not provide a clear description of which parameters can be set by the user
to automatically generate the platform, and about which steps are fully automated.
It also does not provide an evaluation of the speed up provided to the user through
this flow, and only 2D mesh NoC are supported.

MAMPS [70, 37, 82] is an automatized design flow that is capable of generating
an implementation of a given application on a 2D mesh NoC-based MPSoC and
correctly predicting the worst case performances of the generated implementation.
The application must be modeled using the synchronous data-flow (SDF) MoC.
Although they use a different MoC than we do, their flow starts with XML files
describing application and architecture properties and generate the MPSoC on
FPGA. The first difference is that our flow permits to automatically create, through
the application view of the GUI, C files for the platform, while MAMPS require
the user to provide them. Then, the platform model in our case is freely specified
by the user in the GUI platform view, while in MAMPS it is generated from a
template design. MAMPS maps automatically processes to resources, while in our
case the user specifies the mapping in the GUI application view. Also, MAMPS
permits to map multiple applications on the same generated platform. Although
there is nothing that prevents us from doing the same, this feature has not been
tested yet on our platform.

The CompSoC flow is a very successful and inspiring project providing autom-
atized design flows for composable and predictable NoC-based MPSoC. The work
in [38, 14] describes the predictable platform generator, while the work in [20, 19]
describes the Front-End flow and the needed SW layers to provide composability.
The design flow starts from an application modeled with homogeneous synchronous
data-flow (HSDF) MoC, and is implemented to a NoC-based MPSoC. If we consider
the flow including the OS support described in [19], it generates a platform offering
full predictability and composability. However each core on the platform requires
additional on-chip memory to support the one of the proposed OS in the CompSoC
flow (CompOSe [19], or CoMik [59]). In addition to the other properties, the plat-
form generator of the CompSoC flow provides also run time reconfigurability [38].
S. Goossens [17] describes exactly which steps of the flow are fully automated and
which software is automatically generated.

7.2 NoC system Generator related work

Significant research has been done to evaluate automated generation of NoC-based
MPSoCs and their fast-prototyping onto FPGA. Here we present some of the most
related approaches.

Hemps [22, 9, 85] is a framework for homogeneous NoC-based MPSoC gener-
ation. This framework generates a synthesizable RTL VHDL system description
together with C/SystemC simulation models for processors and memories, which
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reducing the simulation time up compared to the pure RTL simulation. HeMPS
assumes that applications are modeled using task graphs. Differently from our ap-
proach, the underlying model of computation for ensuring synchronization between
tasks is based on Kahn Process Networks (KPN). KPN is a distributed model of
computation where unbounded FIFOs communication channels connect processes
to each other, forming a process network. KPNs rely on the fundamental principle
that communication must be blocking for channel read operations and non-blocking
for channel write operations. Each PE requires a microkernel which supports mul-
titasking, and helps in supporting dynamic workload, enabling on demand system
task loading. Similarly to our work, a motion jpeg (MJPEG) format has been
used as case study for the MPSoC platform generated through the Hemps frame-
work [23].

The Generic Scalable Networks-on-Chip (GSNoC) [88] is a comprehensive design
platform which can handle the 3D NoCs design at different design levels (applica-
tion,architecture and circuit). Application generator, NoCs design framework, and
a comprehensive cycle accurate system simulator and have been developed and inte-
grated under an user-friendly Graphic User Interface (GUI). The entire platform is
programmed in C++ and the hardware simulation part is programmed in SystemC.
Differently from our work, the main focus of GSNoC is not the overall system be-
havior but only the communication infrastructure evaluation (NoCs router design
and evaluation).

MPSoCDK [83] is an integrated framework for rapid prototyping and validating
NoC-based MPSoC projects targeting FPGA devices. Similarly to our design flow,
MPSoCDK aims to speed up the processes of designing, exploring and prototyp-
ing MPSoC projects. It also simplifies the process of designing complex projects
through a GUI, providing a hardware and software layer. The software layer, which
is the equivalent of our application view, requires the user to provide the compi-
lable C code for the selected platform. However, contrary to our approach, the
application modeling technique is not based on the MoC theory, which results in
difficulties to support real-time applications. In the paper, the project generation
time targeting Altera platform is presented. It is ≤ 1s, quite similar to the perfor-
mances of our design flow, as shown in Table 6.2. However, the flow produces pure
synthesizable VHDL and does not create project files for tools such as Xilinx XPS
or Altera SOPC.

XeNoC [31] is an environment for the automated design of NoC-based systems,
starting from an XML configuration file to implementation on Altera FPGAs. It
offers both wormhole and deflecting routing, and a wide variety of 2D NoCs, in-
cluding torus and spidergon. A software API, implementing a standard MPI, is
provided, but it is not generated automatically from the tool. It does not provide
any Front-End flow or GUI to model either the application or the platform, it only
automatizes the creation of the NoC-based MPSoC platform only.

Lukovic et al. [46] propose a design flow for fast generation of NoC-based MP-
SoCs on Xilinx FPGAs. The main goal of the proposed framework is to relieve the
system developer of tedious work on system interconnection and integration. The
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flow starts from a user interface where the system developer specifies the system
architecture and provides the path to the folder containing the application files,
described in C. Then a set of Tcl language scripts automatically creates the system
in the Xilinx design suite and synthesizes the system to FPGA. Compared to our
flow, Lukovic’s work permits creation of systems with globally shared memories,
whereas we only allow locally shared memories inside the nodes. This flow does not
either provide any front-end framework or GUI to program the platform, it only
automatizes the creation of the NoC-based MPSoC platform.

Wächter et al. [86] present an open-source framework for heterogeneous MPSoC
generation. Applications are described as task graphs, and it is possible to assign
to each task a specific processor architecture. The platform is based in the HeMPS
MPSoC [22, 9, 85], supporting two different architectures: Plasma (MIPS archi-
tecture) and MBLite (Microblaze architecture). Each processor executes the same
tiny operating system, named microkernel, customized according to the processor
architecture. Static and dynamic mapping is supported, enabling to load applica-
tions at design and execution time. A dedicated GUI enables to debug the system,
displaying the execution results of each task.

Recently, a complete open source implementation of a parameterizable NoC-
based MPSoC has been uploaded on opencores.org [53]. The project aims to
present an open-source, platform independent MPSoC, targeting FPGA implemen-
tation. The NoC-based MPSoC is generated by connecting the processing tiles via
a low latency NoC network. A processing tile includes one aeMB processor [77],
on-chip RAM, NoC interface adapter, and other optional peripheral devices such as
GPIO, timer, external interrupts and interrupt controller. All components inside a
tile are connected using wishbone bus. The processing tiles can have different num-
ber of peripheral devices, which are defined using parameters. Differently from our
platform, the underlying NoC interconnection implements a wormhole flow control,
and it supports virtual channels. Two Network interface (NI) modules are proposed:
one for connecting the processor core to NoC via wishbone bus. The proposed NI is
able to read and write on the processor data memory in a DMA fashion. Another
NI is designed to connect any shared memory (eg. external SDRAM) to NoC. As
far as we can see from the documentation when this manuscript was completed,
the NoC-based MPSoC is parameterizable in terms of number of virtual channels,
buffer size and node number. However, the parameterization must be done acting
on the HDL code, while we propose a intuitive XML front-end, enriched with a
GUI.

7.3 Synchmapper related work

Two surveys on mapping and scheduling onto NoC-based MPSoCs are presented
in [66, 72]. Following the classification presented in [72], the Synchmapper method-
ology is considered as an exploration methodology based on constructive heuristics,
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where partial solutions are generated sequentially, obtaining the final mapping so-
lution at the end. Here we will present related work following the same exploration
methodology.

Unified mapping, routing and slot allocation (UMARS) [21, 16], is a unified
single-objective algorithm that couples path selection, mapping of cores and time-
division multiplexing (TDM) time-slot allocation, to minimize the network required
to meet the constraints of the applications. Compared to other multi-step mapping
approaches UMARS reduces area and power consumed from the NoC-based MP-
SoC, while worst-case bandwidth and latency can be derived thanks to the use of
TDM. This is also one of the main differences with the approach followed on this
thesis, which propose a mapping methodology which does not require TDM.

The binomial intellectual property (IP) mapping and optimization algorithm
(BMAP) [84] aims to explore the design space of an application targeting a NoC-
based MPSoC implementation with the main goal of reducing the hardware cost of
the on-chip network. The algorithm starts giving an IP rank to each of the tasks,
depending upon the communication bandwidth between them. The communication
bandwidth of an IP is the sum of the bandwidth from it to other IPs and from
other IPs to it. Depending on the IP ranking, the most communicated IP sets
are merged two-by-two every iteration. This process is iterated taking each IP set
as an individual IP during the new iteration, until a solution mapping IP sets on
the number of PEs of the underlying NoC-based platform is found. Similarly to
Symnchmapper, this approach aims to reduce traffic on the network and to maintain
locality of data. However, it does not check if collision are avoided on the NoC.

CMAP [8] is an algorithm mapping tasks onto NoC-based architectures with
the goal of minimizing the total communication energy consumption. CMAP is
a hybrid algorithm composed by two constructive mapping algorithms which are
link-based mapping (LBMAP) and sort-based mapping (SBMAP). After comparing
the results of SBMAP and LBMAP, the better result is taken as final output. This
hybrid technique is compared to similar approaches (e.g. BMAP [84]) showing its
advantages on some selected examples. However, being a hybrid technique, it uses
a very different exploration method compared with our work.

RMAP [64] is a reliability-aware application mapping technique for mesh-based
NoC-based MPSoCs. It divides the application graph into two sub-graphs which
minimizes the communication traffic between the subgraphs and maximizes the
traffic within each sub-graph. This is very similar to what we propose in the logic
binding phase of the Synchmapper methodology. Then one sub-graph is mapped
onto upper triangular nodes of the NoC and the other is mapped to lower triangular
nodes of the NoC. However this work focuses on reliability, which is not the main
aim of the mapping methodology proposed in this thesis.

Lei [44] proposes a two phases algorithm which finds a mapping of the vertices
of the task graph to available cores so that the overall execution time of the task
graph is minimized. This technique is based on genetic algorithms, and target het-
erogeneous NoC-based MPSoCs, trying to map vertices of the task graph onto the
PE which executes them faster. This exploration method seems very complete, but
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differently from our work it targets completely asynchronous NoC-based MPSoCs.

7.4 Model-based design flows for NoC-based MPSoCs

For the sake of completeness, it is necessary to mention related work to the entire
SDA flow.

Ost et al. [63] describe the integration of a set of tools and actor-oriented models
into a model-based design flow developed into the Ptolemy II framework [27]. The
proposed flow enables flexible modeling and joint validation of application and
platform models under different constraints, mappings, and configurations, allowing
design space exploration of NoC-based MPSoCs at early design stages of the flow.
Using the proposed flow, designers can simplify the development and the validation
of NoC-based MPSoCs, since inappropriate designs can be discarded in a shorter
time.

In [62], the authors propose the integration of a dynamic mapping heuristics
into an unified model of a NoC-based MPSoC. Exactly as the SDA flow proposed
in this thesis, their approach enables fast design space exploration, while proving
accurate performance metrics imposed by each design alternative.

We conclude citing the doctoral thesis of A. M’Zah [56] and S. Määttä [47],
both underlying the importance of model based design when targeting NoC-based
MPSoCs.





Chapter 8
Conclusions and future work

In this chapter the conclusions of this thesis are drawn, and future work is discussed.

8.1 Conclusions

This thesis addresses three major problems faced when designing and program-
ming NoC-based MPSoCs. The first problem tackled deals with how to fill the
abstraction gap between the abstract system-level model of an application and its
implementation on a multi-processor prototype, producing the same results as the
model. The HeartBeat model is presented as a feasible, generic and extensible
solution. As shown through different case studies, the HeartBeat model fills the
abstraction gap without the need of complex intermediate software layers (e.g. OSs
or microkernels), reducing resource requirements on the target embedded platform.

The second problem tackled deals with how to rapidly prototype the modeled
system on a flexible platform. The NoC system Generator tool is presented as a
feasible and extensible solution. As shown through multiple case studies, the NoC
system Generator significantly reduces the time needed to instantiate a heteroge-
neous NoC-based MPSoC on FPGA, and automatically provides scripts to compile
the tasks on different PEs, as specified by the user. In addition, the NoC sys-
tem Generator implements on the generated NoC-based platform the HB model,
enabling automatic synthesis of system-level model executing according the syn-
chronous MoC onto NoC-based MPSoC on FPGA.

The third problem tackled deals with how to explore systematically a subset of
all possible design alternatives for the modeled system, to find the most efficient
implementation on a NoC-based MPSoC platform using the HeartBeat model. The
Synchmapper methodology is presented as a feasible and extensible solution, which
aims to find a mapping which minimize the HB period, and to avoid collisions of
packets on the NoC interconnection.
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8.2 Future work

Future work will extend the SDA flow presented in this thesis. We aim to extend
the HB model, and especially the concept of process wrapper, to support different
MoCs. Today only the synchronous MoC is supported as computational model
of processes composing the system-level model. Extending the automation of the
flow to MoCs such as HSDF, SDF would simplify the designer job. In fact, some
applications are more naturally described with the synchronous MoC, others with
the synchronous MoC. In addition, supporting the SDF semantics, would permit
us to link tools such as Labview as design entry.

The NSG tool will be improved implementing a two new versions of the Nostrum
NoC: one which is fault tolerant, the other which implements guaranteed bandwidth
services (and so provide predictability). The predictable NoC will provide guar-
anteed bandwidth using temporarily disjointed networks (TDN), virtual channels
through the container concept, or time division multiplexing (TDM).

A large part of future work will be focused on DSE techniques for the HB com-
pliant NoC-based MPSoC generated through the NSG. The Synchmapper will be
improved to explore solutions where communication between processors does not
have to be decoupled by a delay element, removing the need of creating hyperpro-
cesses. It will also be improved to explore heterogeneous NoC-based MPSoCs. In
addition, the exploration technique presented in this thesis will be compared with
other exploration techniques, implemented with different approaches (e.g. con-
straint programming). Another interesting idea is to use algorithms similar to the
one used in logic synthesis for registers retiming, to balance the computational
load of the system into sequential synchronous processes, and try to minimize the
HeartBeat of the system.

Finally, we want to explore more in details the concepts of C-slow retiming [45,
87] and system hyper pipelining (SHP) [80]. We are interested to understand if the
ideas proposed by those concepts can be extended to the system-level using a HB
compliant NoC-based MPSoC platform as back-end.



Chapter 9
Summary of publications

9.1 Publications

Paper A
Francesco Robino and Johnny Öberg, The HeartBeat model: A platform
abstraction enabling fast prototyping of real-time applications on
NoC-based MPSoC on FPGA, in Proceedings of the 8th International
Workshop on Reconfigurable and Communication-Centric Systems-on-Chip
(ReCoSoC), 2013, pp.1,8, 10-12 July 2013, doi: 10.1109/ReCoSoC.2013.6581536

Paper B
Francesco Robino and Johnny Öberg, From Simulink to NoC-based MP-
SoC on FPGA, in Design, Automation and Test in Europe Conference and
Exhibition (DATE), 2014 , pp.1,4, 24-28 March 2014, doi: 10.7873/DATE2014.341

Paper C
Nowshad P. Mand and Francesco Robino and Johnny Öberg, Artificial neu-
ral network emulation on NoC based multi-core FPGA platform, in
Proceedings of the 30th Norchip Conference (NORCHIP), 2012, pp.1,4, 12-13
Nov. 2012, doi: 10.1109/NORCHP.2012.6403122

Paper D
Johnny Öberg and Francesco Robino, A NoC system generator for the
Sea-of-Cores era, in Proceedings of the 8th FPGAWorld Conference (FP-
GAWorld), 2011, Article 4, 6 pages, DOI=10.1145/2157871.2157875, http:
//doi.acm.org/10.1145/2157871.2157875

9.2 Paper A

This paper presents the HeartBeat model, an intermediate platform model bridg-
ing the abstraction gap between the synchronous MoC and a NoC-based MPSoC
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platform. The HeartBeat model is used to develop a System Design Automation
(SDA) technique in the form of an automated design flow from a system-level model
executing according to the synchronous MoC semantics and a NoC-based MPSoC.

The presented design flow significantly reduces the design time of a real-time
embedded system implemented on a NoC-based MPSoC platform, enabling rapid
design space exploration through fast prototyping of the solution.

The hardware/software synthesis process generates the modeled system on a
NoC-based MPSoC on an FPGA, where a mix of hardware support and software
solutions implement the semantic rules of the HeartBeat model, enabling SDA
from a system described through the synchronous MoC. The paper also present an
illustrative design example.

This paper covers the topics discussed in Chapter 3.

Contributions to Paper A
The main idea behind this paper was conceived by my advisor Johnny Öberg, and
later on it was refined through discussions with my co-advisor, Ingo Sander, and
Christian Amstutz. I contributed to this paper writing the manuscript, developing
the experiments and formalizing the HeartBeat model concept, relating it with the
models of computation theory.

9.3 Paper B

This paper introduces a System-Level Design (SLD) flow enabling refinement of a
Simulink model on to a NoC-based MPSoC. The main contribution of the paper is to
show how connect the execution semantics of the Simulink model and the semantics
of a NoC-based MPSoC platform, using the HeartBeat model. The paper also
describes how to generate a working prototype on low-cost FPGA, characterized
by low memory and logic elements availability. Differently from similar work, the
generated platform runs bare-metal, without the need of an OS, reducing memory
requirements.

This paper covers the topics discussed in Chapter 3 and Section 6.3.

Contributions to Paper B
All work in this paper was performed by myself. The paper itself was written
in cooperation with my advisor, Johnny Öberg, who is also the co-author of this
paper.

9.4 Paper C

This paper presents how Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) can be mapped to
a NoC-based multi-processor FPGA platform using a scalable and expandable
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methodology for rapid prototyping, based on the NoC system Generator tool. Using
this methodology, a small ANN is successfully mapped to the NoC-based platform.
In addition, using the NoC system Generator, many different platform running
the ANN model have been prototyped, showing benefits and limitations of the
approach.

This paper covers the topics discussed in Chapter 4 and Section 6.1.

Contributions to Paper C
I contributed to this paper writing part of the manuscript and developing all the
experiments, providing to the main author the experimental results.

9.5 Paper D

The paper presents the NoC system generator, a tool that can generate an arbi-
trarily large multi-processor platform from an XML configuration file, targeted for
single-chip FPGA platforms. The NoC system Generator also generates a device
driver prototype, together with a small test program that can be used as a template
for creating larger programs.

This paper covers the topics discussed in Chapter 4.

Contributions to Paper D
The main idea behind this paper was conceived by my advisor Johnny Öberg. I
contributed helping during the execution of the experiments, debugging the SDA
tool presented in the paper, and providing to the main author the experimental
results.
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